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Abstract

Journal rankings have many uses within academia. They are used to inform

decisions about the employment of individual academics, the funding of academic

institutions, the availability of research, and the areas of research individuals

dedicate their e↵orts (Pontille and Torny 2010).

Architects who construct journal rankings are placed in a position with a

conflict of interest where they must evaluate journals they have published in. This

functionally means they are evaluating their own research. Architects are presented

with a choice between acting altruistically and improving the public good of research

quality evaluation, and acting opportunistically to favourably evaluate their own

research.

I use a unique dataset and empirical analysis to identify whether architects

rank journals they have published in favourably. I then use novel extensions

of the analysis and manipulations of the data to attempt to tease apart the

motivations behind the identified behaviour. Finally, I examine the conditions in

which opportunistic behaviour is likely to occur.

1



Chapter 1

Introduction

Opportunism is well documented in many walks of life. Within academia,

behaviour such as falsifying data, dishonest attribution of co-authorship, resume

padding, and editorial pressure to cite certain research suggests that opportunism

exists in academia as well (Bailey and Euzent 2000, Necker 2014, Snyder and Zidar

2011, Wilhite and Fong 2010). Companario (1998) provided a thorough review

of problems with the peer review process almost 2 decades ago. He presented

evidence of reconsideration of reversed rejections, undiscovered errors, reviewer

bias, negligence and favouritism. One issue that is absent on the literature on

the evaluation of research is the topic in of this present investigation on journal

rankings. As a complementary tool that helps evaluate research, it is of great interest

to extend the literature and investigate whether opportunism is also exhibited in

rankings of economics journals. I investigate how ranking architects resolve the

conflict of interest they face when they evaluate journals that they have published in.

Specifically, I analyse whether academics propose methodologies that evaluate their

research favourably. Alternatively, there may be forces that constrain the actions

of ranking architects. Depending on their motivations, the ranking methodologies

architects propose may simply aim to improve the public good by improving the

evaluation of research or to accommodate preferences for underrepresented types of

research.

It is important to investigate the motivations behind how people deal with

conflicts of interest. Many examples in the literature suggest that what appears to

be opportunistic behaviour in conflicts of interest actually improve welfare because

they reflect diversity in preferences, correct asymmetric access of information or

are accurate signals of higher quality (Dobrescu, Luca and Motta 2013, Li 2012).

Collussi (2015) analysed whether social ties between editors of high impact journals

increased the number of articles from the editor’s former PhD students and work

colleagues that were published. The articles accepted from former PhD students

received on average 6.7 more citations than other articles. Articles accepted

from work colleagues did not generate extra citations. Collussi attributed this

to a technical complementarity between editors and former PhD students. This

illustrative example demonstrates the importance of teasing apart the motivations

2



behind any identified behaviour.

There certainly is tantalising evidence of ostensibly opportunistic behaviour.

Barrett, Olia, and Bailey (2000) are three ranking architects who published a paper

that contained a ranking of economic journals. The architects used a ranking

methodology that was similar to the methodologies employed by Liebowitz and

Palmer (1984), and Laband and Piette (1994) with two main di↵erences. First,

the authors argued that it was preferable to not restrict the time period in which

citations were used to construct rankings would reduce the e↵ects of cycles of fashion

and time lags in di↵erent fields. Second, the authors did not normalise citations by

number of article, pages or printed characters, as they wished to rank its journal

in its entirety as opposed to a journal’s representative manuscript. Both decisions

appear to be well reasoned departures from established ranking methodologies.

The architects’ new ranking methodology was advantageous for some journals

and disadvantaged others. To take one example, the American Journal of

Agricultural Economics ’ average rank across all rankings of economics journals

on Google Scholar between 1999 and 2015 is 68th. The Institute of Scientific

Information’s (ISI) Journal Citation Reports (JCR) in 2000 ranked the American

Journal of Agricultural Economics 59th based on journal impact factor. Barrett,

Olia, and Bailey (2000) ranked the American Journal of Agricultural Economics

significantly higher at 36th. Interestingly, the architects have published in the

American Journal of Agricultural Economics 24 times in total. They have published

in the American Journal of Agricultural Economics significantly more times than

other journals included in their rankings. They have published in 19 of the 144

journals included in their rankings, and for each journal they have published in,

they average only 5.11 articles.

Another set of rankings constructed in 2014, proposed a new measure to

evaluate journal quality called the Index of Citations Quality. The Index of Citations

Quality is the ratio of quality weighted citations excluding self-citations to total

citations including self-citations in the past 5 years.1 This metric theoretically

improves the explanatory power of citations by rewarding research that is influential

in important areas. To take one example, the Econometrics Review ’s average rank

across all rankings of economics journals on Google Scholar between 1999 and 2015

is 85th. The ISI’s JCR in 2014 ranked the Econometrics Review 113th based on
1A methodology that uses quality weighted citations values a citation received from a highly

ranked journal more than a citation from a lowly ranked journal.
Self-citations are citations an article receives from another article that is published in the same
journal.
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journal impact factor. The architects’ proposed methodology incorporated the Index

of Citations Quality and ranked the Econometrics Review significantly higher at

24th. The architects have published in the Econometrics Review 23 times in total.

They have published in the Econometrics Review significantly more times than other

journals. They have published in 24 of the 276 journals included in their rankings,

and for each journal they have published in they average only 7.5 articles.

These two examples raise questions about why the architects ranked the Amer-

ican Journal of Agricultural Economics and the Econometrics Review favourably.

My empirical analysis suggests an architect who has published in a journal, ranks

it more than 10 positions more favourably than an architect who has not published

in it. This may be a function of preferences over journal quality being aligned

with an architect’s publishing preferences. Alternatively, it may be a symptom of

opportunistically designed ranking methodologies that reflect well on an architect.

A rough estimation of the potential financial returns of journal ranks empha-

sises the stakes of the examples outlined above. In less than a year, each article

published in a top-tier journal could confer an additional financial benefit of close to

$1,400 compared to an article published in an average. An author who has published

in a top tier journal 20 times would stand to gain $28,000.2 Other estimates suggest

the life-time value of each article published in a top-tier journal is $84,134.3

The high financial stakes means that there is a clear conflict of interest

inherent in the task of ranking journals. I analyse whether ranking architects resolve

the conflict of interest opportunistically, and why they might do so. Although

there are other instances of opportunistic behaviour where the stakes are high,

the idiosyncratic context of ranking journals deserves specific attention. Situating

an investigation of opportunistic behaviour and conflicts of interest in journal

rankings allows for a novel and interesting analysis. The existing literature on

academic misconduct focuses on behaviour that is concealed and has limited impacts

beyond individual academics (Companario 1998). Journal rankings are public and

bibliometric literature informs the manner in which all research is evaluated (Pontille

2Judge, Cable, Colbert and Rynes (2007) estimate that the average number of citations an
article received was 41.84. They found that an article in a top tier management journal (defined
as being in the top 21 journals) received 35% more citations than an average journal. This means
articles receive 14.64 more citations by virtue of being included in a top tier journal.
Sauer (1988) estimate that each citation an author received increased their salary by $95.40 in
1988 dollars within 9 months. Using these estimates, an article in a top tier journal would be
worth $1397 more than an average journal.

3Gomez-Mejia and Balkin (1992) calculated the value of an article published in a top-tier journal
at $1,210 in 1988, with a future value of $9,589 and a cumulative annuity of $84,134 in 2011.
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and Torny 2007). The benefits that flow from any hypothetical opportunism are

also more di↵use, intangible, and are delivered through reputational improvements.

This presents a unique set of incentives and constraints that may influence ranking

architects while they handle their conflict of interest. Additionally, as there is

no objective ranking of journals that can be used as a comparison from which to

identify opportunism, this investigation presents an interesting set of methodological

challenges.

I synthesise existing literature about self-interest, conflicts of interest, and

academic misconduct and o↵er several innovative contributions. First, I extend the

existing literature about journal ranking methodologies. There is significant critique

about the inaccuracies, biases, and implications of current ranking methodologies.

By analysing the di↵erences in journal rankings and the publishing records of

ranking architects, I investigating whether there is a systemic explanation of ranking

inadequacies tied to conflicts of interest. This enriches the understanding of the

welfare implications of inadequacies that are discussed in the literature. There

may be cause for concern if it is the case that these inadequacies are symptoms of

opportunistic behaviour of architects. If architects are instead motivated by genuine

preferences, however, the inadequacies in journal rankings may be considered

welfare improving di↵erences of opinion that cater to di↵erent audiences and create

competition to improve research evaluation.

Second, I shed light on the conditions where opportunistic behaviour is likely

to exist and why it is often bounded. By drawing on psychological and experimental

literature, I suggest internal morality, reputational costs, perceptions of fairness and

competition regulate the behaviour of individuals. Existing studies of opportunism

bluntly compare theoretically wealth maximising behaviour to observed behaviour.

I tease apart the motivating and constraining forces acting on ranking architects

by exploiting the idiosyncratic context of this investigation. I use simple, realistic

proxies for di↵ering levels of scrutiny and incentives to better understand what

conditions induce opportunistic behaviour. My results also inform regulators and

the general academic community about what circumstances warrant more caution

because of the higher likelihood of opportunism.

Third, to achieve these objectives, I apply an innovative, but simple method-

ological approach. I construct a unique dataset of academic publishing records, jour-

nal rankings and bibliometric measures, that allows me to capture the complexities

of the incentives faced by ranking architects. This necessitated carefully considered

criteria to construct a database that was feasible, and maintained external validity.
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Unlike other areas where conflicts of interest have been studied such as medical

research grants (Li 2015) and investments (Cohen and Schmidt 2006), there is an

absence of an objective comparison that can be used to compare rankings and easily

identify opportunism . Furthermore, ranking architects do not directly assign ranks

to a journal, they design ranking methodologies to construct sets of journal rankings.

This means teasing apart the motivations behind the behaviour of ranking architects

is di�cult. The potentially di↵erent welfare implications of various motivations,

however, mean it is an important question to investigate. As a result, I apply a

variety of di↵erent specifications in addition to the initial analysis to understand

the motivations behind the identified ranking behaviour.

Terminology

In this paper, I use several terms as a matter of convenience.

Highly ranked journal refers to a journal that is evaluated to have high

quality. For instance, if the American Economic Review is ranked 1st and the

Journal of Political Economy is ranked 4th, the American Economic Review is more

highly ranked than the Journal of Political Economy. Lowly ranked journal refers

to a journal that is evaluated to have low quality.

High rank refers to a rank that represents relatively high quality. Low rank

refers to a rank that represents relatively low quality. Favourable rank refers to

a rank that represents higher quality than another rank. For instance, in a ranking

of 100 journals, 1st would be a high rank and 100th would be a low rank. 1st is

favourable to 100th.

Architect(s) refers to the academic(s) who construct and publish a set of

journal rankings. An architect’s ranking methodology is the mechanism through

which they construct a set of journal rankings.

A journal’s architect rank refers to the position an architect ranks it.

A journal’s average rank refers to its average rank from all sets of economics

journal rankings found on Google Scholar between 1999 and 2015.

A journal’s Journal Citation Report rank or JCR rank refers to its rank

in the Journal Citation Reports based on journal impact factor.
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Chapter 2

The Ranking Game

2.1 What is the ranking game?

There is an overwhelming amount of research available for academics to con-

sume. EconLit1 is the American Economic’s Association’s electronic bibliography.

It lists over 600 economics journals. Research Papers in Economics2 describes itself

as a central index of economics research, including working papers, articles and

software code. It recognises over 1700 economic journals. The saturated market

of economics journals means decisions about what information to consume, what

research to value, and where to try and publish are becoming more complex. This

has generated significant demand for mechanisms to triage information. Journal

rankings are a popular tool to guide the consumption of information (Lee 2006).

Architects aim to construct rankings that order academic journals based on an

evaluation of journal quality. This provides a concise indicator of the credibility of

research available to readers. Authors do not directly rank journals. Instead, they

propose and implement ranking methodologies. Ranking methodologies evaluate

journals by calculating scores that are functions of bibliometric data such as

citations, articles, pages, and characters. These scores are then used to order journals

to produce a set of rankings.

Most journal rankings use a variation or transformation of the journal impact

factor. The impact factor was devised in 1955 by Eugene Garfield, the founder of the

Institute for Scientific Information.3 A journal’s impact factor is the average number

of citations it receives per article. Impact factor aims to evaluate the influence

of a journal by measuring how often its articles are used as a basis for further

research. The common use of a journal’s impact factor may also be explained by

its accessibility. Impact factors are published annually in the Institute of Scientific

Information’s Journal Citation Reports along with other bibliometric information

outlined in section 4.2.

1aeaweb.org/econlit/
2repec.org/
3ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/mjl/
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A common critique of a journal’s impact factor is that it is too simplistic to

accurately reflect the multifaceted nature of research quality (Togia 2007). This has

given rise to a body of literature that aims to improve ranking methodologies. As

the evaluation of research quality is a complex and subjective task, many architects

have attempted to develop objective ranking methodologies (Palacios-Huerta and

Volij 2009), and there is significant heterogeneity in the competing methodologies

proposed and rationalised by authors (Coupé 2003).

2.2 Playing the ranking game

Ranking architects make several decisions about how their ranking methodolo-

gies are designed. Although they do not directly choose the ranks assigned to each

journal, they have significant control over the types of journals that are advantaged

and disadvantaged when their rankings are constructed.

Architects must decide what time period the data they use is sourced from.

As the quality of journals may vary over time, the evaluation of research quality

is sensitive to decisions about time. The time period may strategically ignore

information. Consider a hypothetical situation where the American Economic

Review had a below average number of citations from 2011 onwards. An architect

may wish to advantage it by only collecting citation information from before 2011.

The length of the time period may also advantage certain journals. Shorter

time periods may ignore journals with proven track records and staying power.

Subdisciplines that experience longer lags before gaining traction and academic

recognition may also be disadvantaged. Conversely, longer time spans may fail to

recognise the growth of new academic fields and may not be sensitive to established

journals experiencing downward trends in quality.

Depending on an architect’s beliefs about the attributes a high quality journal

should possess, di↵erent types of bibliometric measures may be included and

excluded. To evaluate the educational impact of a journal, an author may only

include citations from textbooks or other teaching resources. To evaluate the broader

impact of a journal and its interdisciplinary value, an author may only include

citations from non-economic academic fields. To control for strategic behaviour

unrelated to a research quality such as the inflation of a journal’s citation count

through self-citations, an author may exclude self-citations. Similarly, architects

may decide to improve the explanatory power of the raw data they analyse by

controlling for other attributes such as pages or characters. Normalising bibliometric

measures over the number of articles provides an insight into the quality of the

8



individual manuscripts contained in a journal. Deciding not to control for the

number of articles evaluates the aggregate quality of a journal. In addition to

decisions about bibliometric data, the diverse literature on ranking methodology

include bold departures that are entirely innovated by the architects such as the

Index of Citations Quality mentioned in the introduction.

Many ranking methodologies treat citations received from di↵erent journals

di↵erently. As opposed to assuming all citations are equally indicative of good

research, Liebowitz and Palmer (1984) suggested applying a convex weighting

scheme to citations. This gives more weight to citations from a highly ranked

journal, and less weight to a citation from a lowly ranked journal. For instance,

a citation from an article in a journal such as Economic Inquiry that is just

outside the top 50 journals may be equivalent to less than ten per cent of a

citation from a similarly sized article in the American Economic Review or the

Quarterly Journal of Economics (Gibson, Anderson and Tressler 2014). Ranking

architects implement this method by constructing a preliminary set of rankings.

This determines how much a citation from each journal is worth. The adjusted

citations are used to rerank all journals. This process may be iterated several times.

The increasingly used LP method requires architects to determine how convex the

weights should be. Increasing the convexity of a weighting scheme increases the

di↵erence between a citation from a highly ranked journal and a citation from a

lowly ranked journal. Architects must also determine how many times they rerank

journals. Unlike the aforementioned decisions architects make, these decisions are

less obvious. Architects often emphasise their decisions about data inclusion and

exclusion to rationalise the validity of their ranking methodology. Such decisions

are also more easily understood than the operational choices made when applying a

convex weighting scheme to citations.

Journal rankings are born out of the need for concision to understand journal

quality. As journal quality is complex and multifaceted ranking architects are

required to make several subjective decisions about their ranking methodology.

This creates considerable wriggle-room for self-serving decisions, even in low-stakes

environments (Dana, Weber and Kuang, 2007). A fundamental contribution of this

paper is to shed light on the motivations behind the decisions these authors make.

2.3 The ranking game’s winners and losers

Journal rankings have many uses within academia. They are used to inform

decisions about the employment of individual academics, the funding of academic

9



institutions, the availability of research, and the areas of research individuals

dedicate their e↵orts (Pontille and Torny 2010).

Journal rankings evaluate the quality of journals, and as a result, provide

insight into the quality of articles contained within a journal. This means

rankings are crucial for evaluating an academic’s publishing record . Publishing

in highly ranked journals requires more scientific rigor and competition with other

submissions. Furthermore, an article that is published in a highly ranked journal

has greater exposure and is more likely to be cited. As a result, when evaluating

an academic’s research output, publications in highly ranked journals are valued

more than publications in a lowly ranked journals. Although employers have

their own beliefs about what journals include high quality research, the discursive

impacts of journal rankings in shaping those beliefs over time should not be

disregarded. As employment decisions about the hiring, tenure, promotion and

merit pay of academics, are informed by an academic’s publishing record, journal

rankings have a profound influence on the career of individual academics (Rainer

and Miller 2005).The employment e↵ects of journal rankings are particularly salient

for early career researchers due to their limited publishing record and the increased

competition they face (Harzing, Alakangas and Adams 2013). The quality of an

academic’s research is directly linked to their salaries. A study of 7 public universities

found that a citation that is recorded on the Institute of Scientific Information’s

Social Science Index initially increases an academic’s salary by 1% (Hamermesch,

Johnson and Weisbrod 1982). Although there are diminishing returns to additional

citations, this suggests a relationship between bibliometric measures and academic

employment exists.

The importance of evaluating an academic’s publishing record is underlined

by the recent provision of alternatives bibliometric measures. A popular example,

Publish or Perish by Harzing was specifically established to aid academics applying

for grants or employment that did not have access to bibliometric information about

journals they had published in. Publish or Perish provides information about a

broader range of journals to help inform evaluations about lesser known journals.

Although alternative sources of information are available, perceptions of

journal quality are predominantly shaped by journal rankings. The influence of

rankings can be observed in the numerous rankings that are published by institutions

such as the Australian Business Deans Council journal4 quality guide and the

4abdc.edu.au/pages/abdc-journal-quality-list-2013.html
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Association of Business Schools academic journal guide5.

Rankings also inform academics about the credibility of articles contained in

journals. As a result, rankings direct the research e↵orts of academics. Articles

contained in highly ranked journals are perceived as more novel and robust (Brembs,

Button and Munafò 2013). Areas of research in highly ranked journals are also

considered more important (Rainer and Miller 2005). The signal of highly ranked

journals can influence academics that are deciding what areas of research to direct

their e↵orts. Given the abundance of journals referred to earlier, the concise

evaluation o↵ered by journal rankings also guides the decisions of academics about

where to publish their work (Van Fleet, McWilliams and Siegel 2000). Academics

may be persuaded to publish in highly ranked journals because of the resulting

reputational and employment benefits. Academics are restricted to submitting a

manuscript to one journal at a time, leading to an average delay of 118 weeks

between initial submission and eventual publication (Mason, Steagall and Fabritus

1997). This means information about the relative positioning of a journal is vital

for informing an academic’s decision about where to publish (Coupé 2004).

Journal rankings also influence the accessibility of research in general. Librar-

ians use rankings to determine which journals would be most beneficial to facilitate

access to (Rainer and Miller 2005). As discussed above, highly ranked journals

are considered more important. This means that they are often prioritised when

librarians allocate funding. The prestige conferred upon highly ranked journals,

however, can also allow publishers to charge higher subscription and access fees

(Brembs, Button and Munafò 2013).

The evaluation of an institution’s research output is assessed with considera-

tion of journal rankings (Graves, Marchand and Thompson 1982). An institution

whose researchers publish in highly ranked journals is assumed to possess more

qualified academic sta↵ and attracts higher institutional rankings (Lee 2006). The

link between journal rankings and institutional rankings is evident in the number of

authors who have used their journal rankings as a foundation for ranking institutions.

As a result of their influence on institutional rankings, journal rankings a↵ect the

reputation of institutions and decisions students or academics make in regards to

them. They also a↵ect government funding decisions in regards to higher education.

In 1995, Australia used a primitive measure of research output to distribute basic

funding (Pontille and Torny 2010). As more funding was allocated on the basis of

research production, more sophisticated measures that incorporated the quality of

5charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2015/
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research were demanded. Research Quality Factors that incorporated citations and

impact factor were incorporated into funding decisions. Similar metrics such as the

European Reference Index for Humanities and the French Agency for Evaluation

Research and Higher Education have been used in other countries (Pontille and

Torny 2010).

This widespread use of journal rankings has two consequences. First, it means

the constructions of journal rankings should be carefully scrutinised as inaccuracies

stemming from opportunistic behaviour may result in distortions to the public good

of accurate research evaluation. Second, the influence of journal rankings creates

a conflict of interest where ranking architects stand to benefit substantially from

favourable evaluations of their publishing record. The many uses of journal rankings

means opportunistic behaviour may exist contrary to the public interest. It also

means that ranking architects are constrained from acting against the public interest.

The examples of the uses of journal rankings discussed above illustrate how powerful

these incentives are and the potential to shape behaviour. An investigation into what

behaviour exists and the conditions that cause di↵erent behaviours to exist is both

valuable from a policy perspective, and interesting in shaping our understanding of

how such behaviour manifests itself.

2.4 Unintended consequences of the ranking game

Beyond their direct purpose, the mere existence of journal rankings has

profound and widespread impacts on academia. Rankings produce a salient and

competitive evaluation of research. Their ubiquity changes the incentives that

influence individuals within the academic community. The focus on rank based

and competitive evaluations of research often attracts criticism from individuals

who believe it is inaccurate and undermines important and high quality research.

Nobel Prize winner in the field of Physiology or Medicine, Randy Schekman’s dismay

for journal rankings brought him to boycott the top luxury journals.6 He believed

impact factor was a toxic influence and that the competitive incentives it generated

distorted good academic practices. Journal rankings may a↵ect the distribution of

academic resources and labour, the types of research that is well regarded, and the

administration of the publication process. Given the unintended consequences of

journal rankings, it is of great importance to investigate the motivating influences

behind the ranking methodologies that ranking architects choose.

6theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/09/how-journals-nature-science-cell-damage-
science
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Journal rankings foment academic homogeneity. The existence of an en-

trenched hierarchy of institutions and journals stymies academic innovation and

diversity. The tendency for high ranking institutions to attract better resources and

academics, and produce research in high ranking journals creates a self-perpetuating

echo chamber. In the 1970s, a significant proportion of articles published in the

Journal of Political Economy were authored by scholars with ties to the University

of Chicago (Laband 1985). In the 1980s, the editors of Econometrica admitted that

many coeditors of the journal were also frequent authors (Deaton, Guesneri, Hansen

and Kreps 1987). Although academic homogeneity is caused by a variety of factors,

the formalised, public and rigid nature of journal rankings exacerbate the resulting

homogeneity (Lee 2006). Institutions such as the London School of Economics adopt

internal lists of research outlets their academics target (Willcocks, Whitley and

Avgerou 2008). The adoption of internal sets of journal rankings as publishing

targets within institutions reinforce this e↵ect to the extent that homogeneity still

exists in modern academia where over half the population of authors who publish

in high impact journals have close social ties to each other (van der Leij and Goyal

2011).

Ranking methodologies may favour specific types of research. For instance,

interdisciplinary articles are undervalued by journal rankings as the citations they

receive from non-economics journals are punished by convex weighting schemes

(Rafols, Leydesdor↵, O’Hare, Nightingale and Sterling 2012). Generalist journals

often attract more citations than specialist journals because they have a broader

set of subdisciplines to attract citations from (Svantesson, Corkery and McCabe

2014). Economics surveys receive more citations as such the information they

contain can be used for many di↵erent purposes (Oswald 2007). On the margins,

this may create incentives for some publishers, academics, and institutions to alter

their behaviour. More broadly, this means journal rankings direct resources and

attention in a potentially ine�cient manner. There is evidence that suggests the

increasing prominence of journal rankings has coincided with a decline in the amount

of interdisciplinary research that has been published. The redirection of academic

resources to areas that perform well in journal rankings is beneficial if journal

rankings accurately reflect the value of research. If journal rankings are inaccurate

because they are motivated by something other than journal quality, the redirection

of academic resources away from more valuable areas of research is harmful.

The ubiquity of journal rankings also a↵ects the administration of the

publication process. Journal rankings exacerbate the concentration of manuscript

submissions to highly ranked journals. This creates a slow cascade down journal
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rankings for rejected articles, stifling the flow of information and increasing the

costs associated with peer-review and resubmission of articles (Brembs, Button and

Munafò 2013). The focus on bibliometric measures created by journal rankings has

also resulted in a rise in behaviours such as co-authorship. The average number

of authors increased from 1.3 in 1970 to 2.3 in 2012 (Card and DellaVigna 2012).

Although this may be a result of increased cooperation and information flows in the

academic community, surveys on academic behaviour suggest that the increase in

co-authorship is also partially a result of strategic behaviour that exploits the focus

on bibliometric measures (Necker 2014).

The prominence of journal rankings has profound and widespread impacts on

academia. This means the academic community should be cautious about proposed

ranking methodologies and rankings. The accuracy of journal rankings must be

su�ciently high to justify the distortions they unintentionally cause. The boom

in journal ranking literature also deserves a critique because it contributes to the

emphasis placed on bibliometric measures. Moreover, the unintended consequences

of journal rankings speak to the importance of my research that attempts to analyse

the accuracy of these rankings.

2.5 Is the ranking game broken?

Given the broad implications of journal rankings and their prominence, the

accuracy of journal rankings is a perennially pertinent consideration. There has been

significant criticism of the manner in which rankings are constructed, structural

biases rankings do not account for, and the questionable explanatory power of

rankings. This underscores the importance of my investigation as it could enrich

the understanding of why these inadequacies exist.

2.5.1 Procedural problems with bibliometric data

Journal ranking methodologies ostensibly use objective data to provide an

indication of journal quality. The bibliometric data that ranking architects use,

however, are sometimes inaccurate and may be subject to exploitation. For instance,

impact factor appears is calculated by dividing the total number of citations received

by a journal by the total number of articles in a journal. Although it is calculated

simply, it is not immune from manipulation. Most prominently, the number of

citations and articles are determined with regard to subjective definitions of what

constitutes a citation or an article. The Institute of Scientific Information negotiates

with publishers who often lobby for the exclusion of editorials and news-and-views
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articles from the calculation to improve their journal’s impact factor (Brembs,

Button and Munafò 2013). This can dramatically alter the resulting impact factor

(Hernán 2009). There is evidence that in at least some cases, the impact factor

that is published in the Journal Citation Reports is not reproducible due to drastic

negotiation process over the numerators and denominators of a journal (Brembs,

Button, and Munafò 2013).

Critics also believe some statistical decisions are questionable and raise doubt

over the objectivity of rankings (Brembs, Button,and Munafò 2013). For example,

the use of an arithmetic mean as opposed to a median fails to account for

the skewed distribution of citations caused by highly ranked journals receiving a

disproportionate amount of citations (Seglen 1997).

2.5.2 Structural biases of bibliometric data

Bibliometric measures are useful but incomplete approximations of journal

quality. To be useful, the measures incorporated by ranking methodologies must give

some insight into journal quality. Problems arise when some measures systemically

disadvantage certain types of research. This means that they are not only incomplete

indicators of journal quality, but structurally inaccurate indicators of quality that

disadvantage certain types of research (Seglen 1997).

Bibliometric data may be subject to biases of the academic community. As

alluded to above, generalist journals and surveys perform favourably in citation

based bibliometric measures (Brembs, Button,and Munafò 2013). Some sub-

disciplines may be disadvantaged by certain bibliometric measures (Christo↵ersen,

Englander, Arize, Malindretos 2001). Citations also generate a pro-English and pro-

United States bias (Togia 2006). This not surprising given that 71% of the editors

of the top 30 most cited journals come from an institution in the United States,

and thirteen United States universities account for 39% of all editors (Colussi 2015).

The welfare implications of transferring existing biases to the evaluation of research

may, however, be concerning because of the potential to entrench these biases.

Citation can be determined by technicalities unrelated to the scientific quality

of articles (Seglen 1997). Citations also ignore the multifaceted nature of research

quality and inadequately reward intangible contributions to academia such as

creativity and originality (Togia 2006). In general, bibliometric measures also favour

journals that cover large areas of basic research, or rapidly expanding but short-lived

literature that uses many references per article (Seglen 1997). For instance, journal
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impact factor calculates a journal’s influence within a limited period, often 2 or

5 years. This does not account for variation in citation half-life between research

areas journals. Journals that have longer citation half-lives by virtue of focusing

on research with longer lag times are disadvantaged. This bias is compounded

because consumers of bibliometric information demand up to date journal rankings

and impatiently disregard the value of waiting for more information to be collected

(Leydesdor↵ and Rafols 2011).

2.5.3 Do journal rankings explain journal quality?

The main benefit of journal rankings is the concise insight into research quality

they o↵er. Even though their concision is valuable for the academic community, the

blunt nature of rankings has been regularly for unrealistic reflections on journal

quality. The Australian Business Deans Council has a disclaimer about its own

Journal Quality List that warns there is no substitute for assessing individual articles

on a case-by-case basis.7 In other words, journal rankings are a noisy signal of the

quality of the articles that journals contain.

Rankings often fail to predict the quality of articles within a journal. The

worst articles in highly ranked journals are less cited than the best articles in

lower ranking journals (Oswald 2007). Assuming that citations are an indicator

of academic influence, this means relying on journal rankings to evaluate research is

fails to account for the characteristics of di↵erent articles within each journal.

There has also been significant critique of the convex weighting schemes

applied to citations in ranking methodologies. Studies about how well di↵erent

sets of journal rankings explained academic salaries (Gibson, Anderson and Tressler

2014). The authors compared rankings with di↵erent levels of convexity in their

weighting of citations. They found that less convex weightings schemes that

treated citations from lowly ranked journals more equally to citations from highly

ranked journals were more accurate. These schemes produced journal rankings that

could more accurately explain the salaries of academics that published in di↵erent

journals. The authors reached a similar conclusion when analysing the research

output of institutions. This contradicts the increasing use of aggressively convex

weighting schemes. Although the salaries of academics are a narrow indicator of

journal quality, as discussed above, the publishing record of academics informs key

employment decisions. This suggests that an accurate journal ranking should predict

the salaries of academics.
7abdc.edu.au/pages/abdc-journal-quality-list-2013.html
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A similar analysis of convex weights placed on the Hirsch-index yielded similar

results (Hilmer, Hilmer and Ransom 2012). This is a measure of productivity and

citation impact of an author. It is calculated by ordering the publications of an

author from most cited to least cited. The author’s Hirsch-index is given by h, where

h is the position in the order of the last publication in the order with more citations

than its position. The authors find that the Hirsch index, is a better predictor of the

salaries of academics in absence of a convex weighting scheme. These two studies

suggest that the one of the most popular biliometric manipulations to raw data,

the application of convex weightings, actually make measures of journal quality less

accurate.

The existing literature has identified several deficiencies in ranking method-

ologies. The discussion in this section highlights evidence of inaccuracies both

theoretically within the use of citations, and empirically when journal rankings are

compared against other measures of research quality. There however, have been

no attempts to identify a systemic explanation of why ranking methodologies have

been constructed in a manner that is inaccurate. By analysing who may potentially

benefit from these biases and inaccuracies, I suggest an explanation as to why these

inaccuracies may exist.
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Chapter 3

Conflicts of Interest

The task of journal rankings involves making several subjective decisions.

There is also substantial evidence that suggests journal rankings might on occasion

be inaccurate. At the same time, the widespread use of journal rankings creates large

rewards if rankings reflect well on an academic’s publishing record. As discussed

above, the rewards are su�ciently large to change the publishing and research

behaviour of academics. This suggests the rewards may be su�ciently large to also

change behaviour in the construction of journal rankings. Ranking architects have

a clear conflict of interest that may explain the inaccuracies of journal rankings

identified in the literature. Conversely, journal rankings also create widespread

unintended consequences that can be characterised as negative externalities. These

e↵ects on the public good of academia may create deterrents that restrain self-

interest. Given the complex nature of the task of journal ranking and the incentives

at play, it is useful to first establish what behaviour is likely to be observed when

undertaking my analysis.

3.1 Money is the root of all people

To understand how architects may handle this conflict of interest, it is useful

to examine literature on whether individuals act altruistically or exhibit self-interest.

A review of situations analogous to the task of ranking journals provides evidence

to suggest that architects may act opportunistically under certain conditions.

The conflict of interest ranking architects find themselves in o↵ers them the

ability to act altruistically and forgo their self-interest to construct useful rankings

and improve the public good of accurate research evaluation. This is similar

to dictator games where individuals are given the choice to forgo maximising

their self-interest and give away wealth to another person (Cherry, Frykblom and

Shogren 2002, Bekkers 2007). Where external validity is maintained through

controlling for asset legitimacy, experimenter e↵ects, and double blind conditions

are applied, dictators become more likely to maximise their wealth and keep their

entire endowment. A pertinent question is therefore under what circumstances do

individuals act opportunistically. For instance, there is evidence that reducing social
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distance in the dictator game induces more pro-social behaviour (Ho↵man et al 1996,

Dana, Weber and Kuang 2007).

The conflict of interest of ranking architects arises as they must functionally

self-evaluate their work when ranking journals that they have published in.

This conflict of interest is also similar to experimental literature about self-

reporting performance. For example, Friesen and Gangadharan (2012) conducted

an experiment on self-reporting that was included in a review of 63 studies on

dishonesty (Rosenbaum, Billinger and Stieglitz 2014). Subjects were asked to

complete as many matrices as they could. They were given financial compensation

that corresponded to the number of correct answers they self-reported. Over a third

of subjects exaggerated their performance and gave themselves extra money (Friesen

and Gangadharan 2012).

3.2 Taking what is not your’s

If architects with a conflict of interest were to opportunistically rank journals

they had published in favourably, this would be coupled with unfavourable treatment

towards other journals. Promoting journals an architect has published in would

require the demotion of journals an architect has not published in. Moreover, this

behaviour would exacerbate the distortions on the public good caused by journal

rankings. The trade o↵ between an architect’s self-interest and the public interest

may act as a significant deterrent to opportunistic behaviour. Given this trade

o↵, variations of experiments that require participants to hurt others in order to

help themselves are useful for understanding the incentives architects face. In some

modified variations of the dictator game, the dictator is also o↵ered the option to take

wealth from the other participant (List 2007). When o↵ered the option of taking up

to $5 from the recipient’s endowment, over 40% of participants take the maximum

amount. List’s experiment suggests that it is not uncommon for individuals to act

in their self-interest, even if the behaviour may be considered devious or dishonest.

3.3 Conditions that grow opportunism

It is also useful to understand the conditions that induce opportunistic

behaviour. This will help aid our diagnosis of any potential behaviour identified. The

similarities between the context of journal rankings and environments that display

opportunistic behaviour or do not display opportunistic behaviour will allow us to

position our findings as atypical or expected.
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Even extreme forms of opportunistic and damaging behaviour such as crim-

inality has been explained as a rational application of self-interested cost benefit

analysis (Becker 1974). Where incentives are su�ciently large, self-interest can

cause individuals to breach norms and act in ways contrary to the public good.

In modified variations of the dictator game where dictators are allowed to take

from the recipient’s endowment, results di↵ered depending on the amount dictators

were allowed to take. When the maximum amount dictators are allowed to take is

increased from $1 to $5, nearly twice as many dictators choose to exercise the take

option (List, 2007). This suggests that the financial gain needed to be su�ciently

large to compensate for the moral cost of acting opportunistically. As discussed

earlier, journal rankings that reflect positively on an academic’s publishing record

may confer significant financial benefits. This may create su�ciently large incentives

to induce self-interested behaviour in architects.

Rosenbaum, Billinger and Stieglitz’s (2014) review of 63 economic and

psychology experiments into honesty found that subjects were more likely to

exaggerate performance if subjects were performing badly. The asymmetrical

increase in exaggeration was attributed to the fact that lower performing subjects

had more to gain.

Schwieren and Weischselbaumer also suggested that lower performing subjects

were compelled by psychological motives that were exacerbated under pressure

(2010). They hypothesised that poor performance led to a belief that the task was

an unfair competition, and led to more exaggeration. Gill, Prowse and Vlassopoulos

reached a similar conclusion in a study about the e↵ects of di↵erent compensation

schemes on productivity in the workplace (2013). The authors found that exposing

workers to random bonuses increased the likelihood of shirking because of perceived

unfairness. Given that several architects who propose ranking methodologies are

motivated to do so because they consider status quo methodologies dissatisfactory,

it is possible to infer a perceived sense of unfairness. This may encourage self-

interested behaviour in architects to compensate for this perceived unfairness.

Cartwright and Menezes conduct a similar study to Schwieren and Weischel-

baumer, but examine the intensity of competition (2014). The authors find more

intense competition results in greater exaggeration of performance. This is relevant

to understanding the conflict of interest that architects must navigate because of the

competitive nature of the academic labour market, the competitive research grants

process and the small number of tenured positions.
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Large incentives, perceived unfairness, and competition are conditions that

may increase the likelihood of self-interested behaviour. As discussed in the

literature review about journal rankings, these conditions are all present in the

academic community. This suggests that opportunistic behaviour would not be

unexpected.

3.4 Conditions that reduce opportunism

Although there is evidence that suggests many individuals act in opportunis-

tically, the self-interest of individuals is often bounded. For instance, in Friesen and

Gangadharan’s experiment, subjects exaggerated their performance to gain an extra

$2.43 on average out of a possible $15.48 (2012). Understanding why individuals

would regulate their self-interest is helpful for analyisng how ranking architects might

manage their conflict of interest.

Many individuals behave in a manner that is costly to themselves but beneficial

to others. Pro-social behaviour such as volunteering time in rescue squads or

donating resources to charitable organizations ostensibly does not fit into traditional

conceptions of self-interest (Bénabou 2004). One rationalisation of pro-social

behaviour is that it generates positive reputational e↵ects. If these reputational

e↵ects generate utility for individuals, pro-social behaviour can be explained by

utility maximising behaviour. This aligns with experimental results from dictator

games, where in the absence of double blind conditions, individuals give away

money altruistically because their reputation is at stake. The public nature and

far reaching consequences of journal rankings mean reputational concerns may be a

salient consideration of architects. This is especially important as ranking architects

are also academics that rely on a reputation of good scientific practice. As a result,

it is likely that reputational e↵ects have an impact in regulating the behaviour of

architects.

Another explanation of pro-social behaviour is the importance of an individ-

ual’s self-image. Irrespective of how changes in reputation a↵ect an individual’s

external reputation, individuals gain utility if they consider themselves a good

person. Similarly, an abundance of experimental literature suggests that individuals

moderate their actions because of the internal moral cost of opportunistic behaviour.

Fishbacher and Heusi examine lying and find that it results in disutility (2008). As

a consequence of this disutility, individuals did not act entirely self-interestedly.

Similarly, the $1 take option o↵ered in List’s modified dictator game resulted in

half as many dictators taking money because the financial gain was insu�cient to
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compensate for the moral cost of taking money (2007).

Self-interested behaviour may also be regulated because of a risk of detection.

As discussed above, large financial incentives may encourage an architect to act in

their self-interest. A higher risk of detection decreases the expected value of self-

interested behaviour. It also increases the likelihood of the reputational costs being

incurred by an architect. Dana, Weber and Kuang studied the behaviour of subjects

in two conditions (2007). First, where the relationship between their actions and

outcomes were transparent. Second, where they had moral wriggle-room to act in

their self-interest. The authors find that subjects who were given moral wriggle-

room are significantly less generous. In a more academic context, a study of the

academic dishonesty of MBA candidates found that a perceived certainty of peer

reporting reduced the amount of cheating (McCabe, Butterfield and Trevino 2006).

This suggests that architects are likely to alter their behaviour based on the risk

of detection entailed. This may result in heterogeneity of self-interested behaviour,

with more self-interested exhibited in less scrutinised areas.

Although conflicts of interest give architects an opportunity to act in their

self-interest, the public nature of journal rankings, architects’ reliance on their

reputation, and the moral cost of damaging the public good of accurate research

evaluation, may restrain the self-interest.

3.5 Are academics different?

Our examination of the literature so far suggests that there are conditions in

academia that might induce opportunistic behaviour, but there also exist conditions

that mean opportunism is likely to be bounded. To improve our understanding, it is

also of relevance to investigate whether self-selection into the task of ranking journals

means architects are di↵erent from the average individual. Architects of journal

rankings are academics that often also publish in areas other than bibliometrics. It

is tempting to believe our intuitions that academics are altruistic because they devote

their lives to research and informing the public. As a profession, academia has several

ethical guidelines and expects rigorous scientific approaches to enforce this intuition.

There is, however, substantial evidence that suggests academics at least occasionally,

(and often when the stakes are high) act in their self-interest in a manner contrary

to the interests maintaining academic research standards (Companario 1998).

Academic misconduct is not only important for characterising the architects

who construct journal rankings. Its existence may influence the likelihood of self-
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interested behaviour. The aforementioned study about academic dishonesty in MBA

cohorts found that where MBA candidates were likely to mirror the behaviour of

their peers. As a result, candidates who observed cheating were more likely to

cheat themselves as the norms governing cheating were diminished. Observing

other forms of academic dishonesty may also alter an architect’s perceptions of

fairness, reputational e↵ects, self-image e↵ects, and the perceived risk of detection.

This means the prevalence of other forms of academic misconduct are an important

consideration in understanding the behaviour of architects.

Surveys of academics have revealed many self-interested behaviours that are

contrary to the interests of academia. Bailey and Euzent conducted a survey

of 1000 economic academics (2000). 4% of academics reported that they had

falsified research data. 7-10% reported having committed one of an unethical

act including submitting a manuscript to multiple journals concurrently, giving a

colleague unjustified co-authorship or expropriation of graduate student research.

Necker also conducted a survey that found similar results. Between 1-3.5% of

academics correct, fabricate or exclude data, have incorrectly used co-authorship

or copied the work of others (2014). 7% have manipulated statistics using tricks

to increase t-values or R2. 20% have admitted to refraining from citing work that

contradicted their own research.

The self-interest of academics distorts the publication system. The peer

review system which serves an important gatekeeping role to preserve the quality

of published articles has been exploited by academics on multiple occasions.

The glut of retractions can be observed on accountability mechanisms such as

retractionwatch.com. For example, in 2014 a peer review and citation ring

manipulated SAGE Publishers’ submission system forcing the retraction of 60

papers.

There is also evidence of self-interested behaviour in relation to the publishing

records of academics. Snyder and Zidar found that the curricula vitae of academics

often report articles that have been published in the American Economic Review

Papers and Proceedings edition as having been published in the American Economic

Review (2011). Unlike the Papers and Proceeding edition, the general editions of

the American Economic Review are subject to a peer review process and therefore

often viewed as more rigorous and prestigious. The obfuscation of details in curricula

vitae may mislead readers of these resumes to overvalue the publishing records of

these academics.
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There is widespread self-interest in academia that extends to behaviours that

are destructive to the public academia good. This gives good reason to suspect the

conflict of interest architects of journal rankings have may be resolved in favour of

their self-interest. It also means that it is of great interest to observe whether the

idiosyncrasies of journal rankings such as their public nature and the magnitude of

their impact diminishes or heightens self-interest in comparison to other areas of

academia.

3.6 Differences disgused as deceit

Although there is significant evidence that predicts the existence of op-

portunistic behaviour in the context of journal rankings, ostensibly self-interested

behaviour in the context of conflicts of interest may not necessarily be harmful. It is

easy to believe individual that evaluates their own work favourably has manipulated

the process. This behaviour may be symptomatic of useful and accurate evaluations.

Colussi analyses the impact of a connection between an academic and an editor

of a journal (2015). He finds that a connection increases the number of papers an

academic is likely to publish in a journal by 2 within 3 years. As opposed to pure

favouritism, he finds that based on citations, the articles that are published through

this mechanism are of higher quality than average. This suggests that the behaviour

resulting from a conflict of interest between an editor and an author may not solely

be a function of opportunism. Colussi suggests the signaling of high quality and

technological complementarities between an editor and former PhD students are

partial explanations of the behaviour he identifies. Similarly, an architect’s ranking

of journals they have published in may be a coincidental result of their publishing

record signaling quality journals.

An architect’s preferences over journal quality could provide an alternative

explanation for seemingly self-interested behaviour. Analysis of conflicts of interest

in book reviews suggests some evidence that favouritism may in fact be a result of

accommodating for heterogeneous preferences (Dobrescu, Luca and Motta 2013).

If architects rank journals they have published in favourably, this could simply be

a symptom of applying a genuine set of beliefs. For example, an architect may

publish in econometrics journals because they believe that research in econometrics

is more valuable. If they constructed a set of journal rankings that reflected this

belief, this would coincidentally rank journals they had published in favourably.

This favouritism is a result of their beliefs as opposed to self-interest. These two

motivators are di�cult to tease apart, but I will attempt to identify which motivator
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has a greater influence in chapter 6. The di↵erences in journal rankings caused

by preferences over di↵erent journal attributes arguably warrant less alarm than

di↵erences caused by self-interest.

Irrespective of motivations, conflicts of interest can still produce a negative

welfare e↵ect. As opposed to acting out of self-interest, individuals act favourably

towards others with whom they share a social kinship (Charness and Gneezy 2008).

A study of 401(k) plans suggests that conflicts of interest cause family trustees to

overweight client firm’s stock (Cohen and Schmidt 2007). As a result of conflicts

of interest, mutual fund investors incurred large costs. The negative impact of the

conflict of interest was attributed by the authors to the divergence in the interest of

trustees and investors. In the context of journal rankings, even if architects represent

genuine preferences over journal attributes, their conflict of interest may still mean

their rankings are less useful for evaluating journal quality. Unlike the context of

book reviews studied by Dobrescu, Luca and Motta (2013) where di↵erent media

outlets may be read by di↵erent types of consumers, journal rankings aim to cater

to a relatively homogenous academic audience (Lee 2006).

Ostensibly biased behaviour when dealing with conflicts of interest may also be

a result of correcting situations with incomplete information. A study of the National

Institutes of Health in the United States examined whether expert reviewers were

a↵ected by a conflict of interest when determining funding decisions relevant to their

sub-fields (Li 2012). Although reviewers were biased in favour of their sub-fields,

this was attributed to the fact that they were more informed about their quality.

This mean that their bias potentially improved the quality of decisions. In other

contexts such as underwriter analyst recommendations, individuals with conflicts of

interest ignore pertinent information that individuals without conflicts of interest

incorporate into their decision making (Michaely and Womack 1999). The e↵ect of

incomplete information appears less likely in the context of journal rankings. Since

architects are choosing ranking methodologies to rank journals as opposed to directly

ranking journals, asymmetric access to information will not distort their rankings.

Architects simply choose a ranking methodology and use information that is often

complete and from third party sources such as the Institute of Scientific Information

to construct a ranking.

3.7 Conjecture

After the thorough examination of literature on journal rankings, conflicts of

interest, self-interest, and academic misconduct, I propose a conjecture. I believe
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that architects faced with a conflict of interest will resolve it opportunistically in

their self-interest. The conditions and incentives faced by these architects reflect

experimental conditions that induce self-interest. The potential gains of favourable

journal rankings are su�ciently large to overcome deterrents against acting in an

architect’s self-interest. I also believe, however, that opportunistic behaviour will

be restrained. It must not be too distortionary so as to discredit an architect’s

rankings and render their self-interest meaningless. It must also be restrained so

that an architect can reconcile the reputational and moral costs of such behaviour.

Opportunistic behaviour is also likely to occur self-interested incentives are

maximised, and the potential reputational costs are minimised. I predict more

opportunism for journals that are in the middle of architect rankings where they

are not too highly ranked to be scrutinised and not too low so that su�cient self-

interested incentives still exist. Opportunism is also more likely to be exhibited by

lower ranked architects who have more to gain and less to lose.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

To examine how authors handle their conflict of interest I analyse whether an

author’s publishing record a↵ects the ranking they assign to a journal.

I use data from real journal rankings and academics as opposed to analysing

observations collected from an experiment. The main advantage of using this dataset

is the external validity created by capturing the idiosyncrasies of the real world (List

2008). Specifically, in the context of analysing the behaviour of academics, It would

be di�cult to construct a relevant experimental setting that calibrated the short

term financial incentives, long term career incentives, and potential reputational

costs and benefits accurately. Furthermore, academics may have a di↵erent set

of beliefs than an average experiment subject. This would render an artificially

constructed experimental pay-o↵ even less reliable. My method also overcomes

significant hurdles to external validity. Real and su�ciently high incentives, and

the asset legitimacy of potential costs mean authors will respond to their conflict

of interest genuinely. The authors would also not treat their task as insignificant

as their rankings permanently exist in the public sphere, functionally forcing the

author to account for a repeated interaction as they live with the consequences of

the rankings they publish.

4.1 Constructing the dataset

There currently exists no database of architect-created journal rankings.

There is also a lack of uniformity in terms of publicising an academic’s publishing

record. As a result, I had to determine an innovative and appropriate method for

constructing a dataset. The principles that underpinned the creation of my dataset

were threefold:

� The data had to be public and accessible. This ensures replicability and allows

my methodology to be scrutinised. It also captures the contextually specific

e↵ects such as the reputational benefits and costs that authors face.

� The data had to be used by individuals or institutions. This maintains external

validity as the consequences of the journal rankings reflect their impact in the
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real world.

� The data had to be feasibly analysed.

4.1.1 Dataset of journal rankings

The method I used to create a data set of journal rankings is as follows:

1. Use Google Scholar search engine (scholar.google.com)

2. Deselect patents and case law to confine search results to articles

3. Filter time range to only include results from 1999

4. Sort results by relevance

5. Use the search term economics journal rank*

6. Collect journal rankings in order, excluding articles that did not include ordinal

rankings of journals

This method was repeated 16 times to collect journal rankings published in

each year up to and including 2015. The list of journal rankings I analyse is contained

in Appendix A.

Google Scholar was used because it is an extensive and publicly accessible

database. This ensures replicability, external validity, and captures the real world

incentives and deterrents acting on ranking architects.

The time range between 1999 to 2015 for three reasons. First, it captured the

growth in bibliometric literature about journal rankings that occurred in the early

2000s. Second, it produced a workable set of 24 journal rankings. Third, because

the Journal Citation Reports date back to 1999, it maintained a valuable point of

comparison.

The dataset was limited to economics journal rankings through the search

term used and inspection of the journals included. This controlled for any discipline

specific e↵ects and also allowed for a greater comparison between journal rankings.

Articles that discussed journal rankings but did not provide their own set of

journal rankings, and journal rankings that graded journals without producing an

ordinal rank were excluded from the data set. This is because it was impossible to

include non-ordinal rankings in the later analysis.
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Journal rankings that were created by institutions (without being manipulated

in some way by an author but were merely reproduced) were also excluded because

it would be di�cult to identify the self-interest of an entire institution given they are

composed of many individuals, each with their own publishing records. Although

some academics are more familiar with rankings produced by institutions such as

the Australian Business Deans Council,1 rankings produced by individual architects

still have important discursive e↵ects. Many of these rankings claim to be more

appropriate for specific purposes such as evaluating the impact on education or

classifying rankings by sub-disciplines (Lo, Wong and Mixon 2008).

At very least, these rankings will at least have a limited e↵ect on their readers.

Since institution created rankings must still have some basis for their ranking

methodology, author created rankings have discursive impacts that shape the best

practice of rankings. Some ranking methodologies proposed by authors are ossified in

the body of literature. Most prominently some ranking methodologies are permanent

features of journal ranking literature. Liebowitz and Palmer’s (1984) paper has 533

Google Scholar citations, and Laband and Piette’s (1994) paper has 532 Google

Scholar citations. Even more recent methodologies, such as the one proposed

by Kalaitzidakis, Mamuneas and Stengos (2003) which has 591 Google Scholar

citations, are consistently cited by newer articles about rankings and accepted by

the literature as a robust approach. Finally, there are similar but more disperse

self-interests within institutions, and it is possible to glean some insight from any

cheating behaviour in author created rankings.

4.1.2 Collection of academic curricula vitae

I use the publishing record of each author prior to their set of rankings to

measure their self-interest. Similar to academic created journal rankings, there is

also no central database of academic curricula vitae. The publication history of each

of the authors of each journal ranking was collected from a hierarchy of sources:

1. RePEC/IDEAS2

2. Website of the academic’s institution

3. Google Scholar

4. Academic’s personal website

1theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/deans-journal-rankings-spark-debate/story-e6frgcjx-
1225828460085

2ideas.repec.org
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The lower sources were then collected to add in information missing from the

higher sources. The sources were chosen because of the consistency in how they are

set out and the completeness of the information provided. This uniformity made

it easier and more valid to compare between the curriculum vits of di↵erent authors.

This form of self-interest is the easiest to identify. Although there are other

forms of self-interest, including promotion of certain disciplines, journals architects

aspire to publish in, journals that have commissioned work from architects or that

form part of institutional targets, these alternatives are less visible and require too

much speculation and subjectivity. The simplified proxy of publishing record is an

incomplete but useful identifier of self-interest. Moreover, the publication records of

academics are often used instrumentally to achieve the other outcomes. Academic

publishing records are used to apply for research grants and seek employment

opportunities.

The public nature of these sources also captures the reputational e↵ects that

are of interest to examine. An academic’s publishing record exists is publicly

accessible. As a result, their willingness to obviously favour journals they have

published in is a↵ected by reputational costs and benefits, risk of detection, peer

perceptions of such behaviour. The incompleteness of publishing record as a measure

of self-interest is compensated for by the pragmatism it o↵ers and its the ability to

capture the unique e↵ects acting on authors.

4.1.3 Additional data

I record the relevant publishing record by tallying the number of articles each

architect has published in a journal before it is ranked and after it is ranked. If a

journal ranking is constructed by more than 1 architect and more than 1 architect

publishes the same article in a journal, I record count each architect as a separate

publication. For instance, if 2 architects co-author the one article in the American

Economic Review, I count this as 2 publications in the American Economic Review.

This reflects the greater self-interest that exists when more than 1 architect has

published in a journal.

I record the number of years between an architect’s last publication in a journal

and the publication of their rankings.

I collect the ranking of each architect that is available on the Social Science

Research Network.
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Bibliometric measures (listed in the table of summary statistics 4.1.) for

all ranked journals are collected from each year of the Institute of Scientific

Information’s Journal Citation Reports.

4.1.4 Overcoming challenges of the dataset

The extended 15 year time period means analysis using this data is susceptible

to multicolinearity. As the quality of a journal may vary naturally over time, the

lengthy time period his may result in false identifications of opportunistic behaviour.

This problem is confounded by the growth and decline of specific subfields. Vieira

finds that the quality of journals are generally stable over long periods of time

(2004). This finding does not apply to new journals that initially take time to

stabilise (Oswald 2007). To control for natural changes in journal quality over

time, I incorporate data from di↵erent editions of the Journal Citation Reports.

This provides bibliometric information and another rank for each year since 1999 to

control for time sensitive changes.

The robustness of any findings is also threatened by the small sample size of 24

journals. To overcome this challenge, I employ an analysis that treats each ranking

as a separate observation. This means the sample analysed has 3259 observations,

and produces more robust results.
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Table 4.1: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Sample Size Min Max

Architect rank 96.426 70.399 3259 1 299
Normalised architect rank 0.504 0.289 3259 0.003 1
Average rank 96.585 60.591 3259 2 299
JCR rank 124.383 86.007 2725 1 333
Normalised JCR rank 0.419 0.282 2725 0.003 1
Published before ranking dummy* 0.068 0.251 3259 0 1
Number of times published before ranking 0.223 1.597 3259 0 36
Published after ranking dummy* 0.032 0.177 3259 0 1
Number of times published after ranking 0.071 0.670 3259 0 22
Only published after ranking dummy* 0.016 0.124 3259 0 1
General interest journal dummy* 0.239 0.426 3259 0 1
Journal that rankings are published in dummy* 0.002 0.049 3259 0 1
JCR total citations 2027.425 3583.962 2727 2 33621
JCR impact factor 1.187 1.029 2727 0 9.243
JCR immediacy index 0.243 0.298 2699 0 5.833
JCR total articles 57.267 57.242 2717 0 659
JCR cited half life 8.493 1.820 2547 0.8 10
JCR 5 year impact factor 1.738 1.518 2151 0.029 11.762
JCR eigenfactor 0.008 0.013 2222 0 0.121
JCR article influence index 2.324 36.186 2151 0.004 1688
Architect rank - average rank 0.159 36.114 3259 -147.500 151.083
Architect rank - JCR rank 28.238 69.292 2725 -224 269
SSRN rank of architect assigning a rank 24855.101 19282.6 1635 121 89401

* denotes a dummy variable. The mean is the
proportion of the sample where the dummy is equal
to 1.
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4.2 Empirical Model

Logit models have been used to measure the likelihood of a book being

reviewed or the likelihood of a grant being approved (Dobrescu, Luca and Motta

2013). In the context of journal rankings, a Logit model could be used to determine

whether publishing in a journal prior to the rankings a↵ects the likelihood of the

journal being included in a journal ranking. As journal rankings aim to include a

large portion of journals to o↵er a more complete picture of journal quality, it is

unclear whether the inclusion or exclusion of a journal is a good or bad thing.

Including a journal that ranks well would benefit the journal’s reputation, and

excluding a journal that ranks poorly would also benefit the journal’s reputation.

As a result, is unclear whether an author is acting in self-interest when including

or excluding a journal. A Logit model could also determine whether publication

record a↵ects the likelihood of the journal being ranked well. Attempting to divide

ranks into a good rank category and bad rank category would be arbitrary and

undermine the validity of any results Furthermore, journal rankings aim to include

a large portion of journals to depict more information.

Instead of a logit model, I employ a simple bare-bones model and ordinary

least squares estimation to identify how ranking architects navigate their conflict of

interest is:

Rjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ⌘Njnt

The dependent variable is the journal’s architect rank, Rjnt. j denotes the

journal that receives the rank. n denotes the architect that assigns the journal the

rank. t denotes the year in which the journal is assigned the rank. As journals

release di↵erent volumes each year, and may change in quality over time, I treat a

journal in di↵erent years as separate journals. For example the American Economic

Review in 2000 is considered separate to the American Economic Review in 2001.

A smaller Rnjt represents a high rank is more favourable than a larger rank Rnjt

which represents a low rank. Therefore, if a characteristic has a negative coe�cient

it means that it improves the rank of a journal.

A journal’s rank is determined by its set of JournalCharacteristicsjt. As it

would be di�cult to come up with a completely exhaustive list of characteristics

that would a↵ect a journal’s rank, I use two proxies to attempt to capture most

journal characteristics. First, the average ranking from all architect constructed
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journal rankings since 1999, AverageRankj. As this includes the rankings from

several ranking architects, this should capture most of the characteristic that each

architect values and incorporates into their own rankings. Second, a journal’s rank

from the Journal Citation Reports based on journal impact factor in the year of

the architect’s ranking, JCRRankjt. Since this is taken from the same year an

architect assigns a journal a rank, this should capture any time sensitive changes in

quality. The robustness of using these proxies for journal quality is demonstrated in

the empirical findings where both variables are shown to be precise predictors of a

journal’s architect rank.

The set of journal characteristics also include bibliometric measures from the

Journal Citation Reports such as a journal’s impact factor, 5 year impact factor,

number of citations, number of articles, citation half life, immediacy impact, article

influence, and eigenfactor.

� The 5 year impact factor is simply a journal’s is the average number of times

articles from the journal published in the past five years have been cited in.

� A journal’s cited half life is the median age of articles that are cited. This may

give a primitive insight into how long-lasting a journal’s impact is. 3

� A journal’s immediacy impact shows how urgent and important its research is

by showing how quickly a journal’s work is cited.4

� A journal’s eigenfactor measures how influential its articles are. In addition to

quantity of citations, it incorporates a weighting scheme of quality of citations.

It aims to measure the prestige and influence of a journal.5

� A journal’s article influence score is simply a normalised version of its

eigenfactor. 6

3The median age of the articles that were cited in the JCR year. Half of a journal’s cited articles
were published more recently than the cited half-life. For example, in JCR 2001 the journal Crystal
Research and Technology has a cited half-life of 7.0. That means that articles published in Crystal
Research and Technology between 1995-2001 (inclusive) account for 50% of all citations to articles
from that journal in 2001. Only journals cited 100 or more times in the JCR year have a cited
half-life.

4The Immediacy Index is calculated by dividing the number of citations to articles published
in a given year by the number of articles published in that year.

5The Eigenfactor Score calculation is based on the number of times articles from the journal
published in the past five years have been cited in the JCR year, but it also considers which journals
have contributed these citations so that highly cited journals will influence the network more than
lesser cited journals. References from one article in a journal to another article from the same
journal are removed, so that Eigenfactor Scores are not influenced by journal self-citation.

6The Article Influence determines the average influence of a journal’s articles over the first five
years after publication. It is calculated by dividing a journal’s Eigenfactor Score by the number of
articles in the journal, normalized as a fraction of all articles in all publications. This measure is
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The model also analyses whether the ranking architect’s publishing record in

each journal a↵ects the rank that is assigned to the journal. Bjnt is a dummy variable

that denotes whether an architect n has published in journal j before the time of the

ranking t. Njnt is the number of times that an architect n has published in journal

j before time t.

I use this model instead of attempting to construct an objective rank (such as

the theoretically objective rank proposed by Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2004)) to

compare to a journal’s architect rank for two reasons. First, it would be di�cult

to collect the necessary data and rigorously construct an objective journal rank to

compare to all 24 sets of architect ranks in the limited time frame. Second, the

challenge of constructing an objective rank would be subject to similar pitfalls of

opportunistic behaviour that I am attempting to identify.

4.3 Testable Hypotheses

H0 : there is no favourable treatment for journals architects have

published in

My null hypothesis states that ranking architects have beliefs about attributes

that demonstrate journal quality, but construct journal rankings independent of

their publishing record. Empirically, this would mean an architect’s publishing

record would have no e↵ect and the coe�cients � and ⌘ would equal 0. As a

result, a journal’s architect rank is purely a function of its journal characteristics,

JournalCharacteristicsjt.

The resulting model would look like

Rjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ⌘Njnt

Rjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt

H1 : there is favourable treatment for journals architects have

published in

This alternative hypothesis suggests that architects construct journal rankings

that rank journals that they have published in favourably. Empirically, this means

that an architect’s publishing record would result in a more favourable architect

rank and a smaller Rjnt for journals they had published in. This means that the

roughly analogous to the 5-Year Journal Impact Factor in that it is a ratio of a journal’s citation
influence to the size of the journal’s article contribution over a period of five years. The mean
Article Influence Score is 1.00. A score greater than 1.00 indicates that each article in the journal
has above-average influence. A score less than 1.00 indicates that each article in the journal has
below-average influence.
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coe�cient � would be negative as when an architect had previously published in a

journal and Bjnt = 1, a smaller Rjnt would be produced. If an architect ranked a

journal they had published in many times more favourably, then the coe�cient on

⌘ would also be negative as a larger Njnt would produce a smaller Rjnt.

The resulting model would look like

Rjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt � �Bjnt � ⌘Njnt

This initial test will determine whether journals architects have published in

are treated di↵erently. After answering this question in chapter 5, we turn to the

issue of the motivations behind the treatment of these journals in chapter 6. Then

we will examine what conditions cause di↵erent behaviours in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Do architects rank journals they have published in

di↵erently?

I use an ordinary least squares estimation of our empirical model. The

regression is more accurate without a constant. This is because the use of a journal’s

rank ranking has a broad range with almost uniform distribution.

Unlike similar models such as Dobrescu, Luca and Motta’s model for book

reviews (2013), I will not include fixed e↵ects for to compare ranking behaviour

within each ranking architect. In the context of book reviews, several books can

receive good reviews so there is a need to control for authors who are more likely

to give out 5 star ratings or 1 star ratings. Ranking architects produce an entire

set of rankings where each journal receives a di↵erent rank. Therefore, although

an author producing book reviews may be more likely to give higher reviews than

another author, this cannot be the case in journal rankings.

Initially the regression is run with the average rank of a journal as its only

journal characteristic. Although this is simple, a journal’s average rank should

encompass the di↵erent journal characteristics that are incorporated by each ranking

architect. Therefore, the simple proxy of an average rank in the first specification

should capture the majority of the intricacies of journal quality.

A journal’s JCR rank is added in the second specification. As a journal’s JCR

rank is taken from the same year as a journal’s architect rank, this provides point

of comparison that controls for time sensitive changes in journal quality.

From column 3 - 9, a new bibliometric measure is added. These variables

good predictors of journal quality (Stern 2014). Like the JCR rank, they are also

taken from the same year as a journal’s architect rank, further controlling for time

sensitive changes in journal quality. The incorporation of bibliometric measures are

also useful for enhancing our estimation as unlike a journal’s JCR rank, they are

continuous variables. This means that they are less blunt and treat small distinctions

di↵erently to large distinctions. Hypothetically, if there was a 1% di↵erence in
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impact factor between the first ranked American Economic Review and the second

ranked Quarterly Journal of Economics, the estimated coe�cient on impact factor

would treat the journals similarly and predict a di↵erence of 1% of the coe�cient. In

contrast, the estimated coe�cient on JCR rank would predict a di↵erence of 100%

of the coe�cient.

Theoretically, this should also control for an architect’s preferences over

di↵erent bibliometric measures. Consider a hypothetical architect that places a

higher weighting on impact factor than other architects. As they believe impact

factor is an accurate indicator of journal quality, they choose to publish in journals

with high impact factors. When constructing a set of journal rankings, they choose

a ranking methodology that weights impact factor. This may create a di↵erence

between the ranks they assign to journals and the average rank of those journals

that is correlated with their publishing preference for high impact factor journals.

By adding impact factor as an explanatory variable, their preference for impact

factor should a↵ect the coe�cient on impact factor as opposed to the coe�cient

on their publishing record. As such, as more metrics are put in, the di↵erences in

rankings caused by preferences for di↵erent bibliometric measures should gradually

be reduced.

The bibliometric measures used in my analysis are taken from the Journal

Citation Reports. A preference for a bibliometric measure that is not included

could lead to preferences for that bibliometric measure being misdiagnosed as

favouritism for certain journals. It is unlikely, however, that a preference for a

bibliometric measure that is not included in the Journal Citation Reports would be a

genuine preference for a measure that is a more accurate indicator of journal quality.

Since bibliometric measures that are not included are arguably more obscure, it is

more likely such a preference is a strategic preference for a measure that favours

an architect’s publishing record. As a result, a failure exhaustively control for

preferences for all possible bibliometric measures does not threaten the validity of

the results. Instead, only controlling for accessible, mainstream measures contained

in the Journal Citation Reports improves the insight into the motivations of ranking

architects.

The estimated values of the coe�cients for the model are contained in table

5.1 on the following page.
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Table 5.1: Coe�cients on the determinants of a journal’s architect rank, Rjnt

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Bjnt �9.695⇤⇤⇤ �11.996⇤⇤⇤ �12.660⇤⇤⇤ �10.120⇤⇤⇤ �10.349⇤⇤⇤ �10.367⇤⇤⇤ �11.846⇤⇤⇤ �11.845⇤⇤⇤ �11.769⇤⇤⇤

(2.884) (3.165) (3.201) (3.889) (3.898) (3.897) (3.966) (3.967) (3.967)
Njnt 0.481 0.465 0.468 0.442 0.424 0.422 0.421 0.421 0.419

(0.462) (0.480) (0.480) (0.522) (0.522) (0.521) (0.521) (0.521) (0.521)
AverageRankj 1.001⇤⇤⇤ 0.941⇤⇤⇤ 0.934⇤⇤⇤ 0.976⇤⇤⇤ 0.981⇤⇤⇤ 0.981⇤⇤⇤ 0.979⇤⇤⇤ 0.979⇤⇤⇤ 0.975⇤⇤⇤

(0.006) (0.015) (0.016) (0.020) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)
JCRRankjt - 0.056⇤⇤⇤ 0.058⇤⇤⇤ 0.046⇤⇤⇤ 0.044⇤⇤⇤ 0.044⇤⇤⇤ 0.039⇤⇤⇤ 0.039⇤⇤⇤ 0.041⇤⇤⇤

(0.011) (0.011) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)
ImpactFactorjt - - 0.717 0.845 0.770 0.367 �0.419 �0.422 �0.356

(0.521) (2.753) (2.754) (2.825) (2.851) (2.852) (2.853)
5Y earImpactFactorjt - - - �0.548 �0.914 �0.568 �0.061 �0.061 0.032

(1.918) (1.968) (1.986) (2.001) (2.002) (2.003)
Citationsjt - - - - 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)
ImmediacyImpactjt - - - - - �0.445 �0.506 �0.504 �0.348

(3.052) (3.050) (3.051) (3.054)
Articlesjt - - - - - - 0.029⇤⇤ 0.029⇤⇤ 0.032⇤⇤

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
ArticleInfluencejt - - - - - - - 0.001 0.001

(0.023) (0.023)
Eigenfactorjt - - - - - - - - 230.866

(193.338)
Observations 3259 2725 2725 2151 2151 2130 2130 2130 2130

R

2 0.909 0.904 0.904 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901
Adjusted R

2 0.909 0.904 0.904 0.901 0.901 0.900 0.901 0.901 0.901

⇤ p-Value < 0.1
⇤⇤ p-Value < 0.05
⇤⇤⇤ p-Value < 0.10
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The OLS estimation is run multiple times, adding in a new journal charac-

teristic as an explanatory variable each time. The strong explanatory power of

the estimation can be observed in its R

2 consistently at around 0.9. Both the

non-adjusted and adjusted R

2 improved marginally as more variables were added.

Although the measures appear to drop between columns 3 and 4, and columns 5 and

6, this can be attributed to the decrease in observations as opposed to a reduction

in the explanatory power of the variables. The observations gradually dropped

as some bibliometric measures were not available for some journals in some years.

Observations were dropped as more characteristics were added because the Journal

Citation Reports included many new bibliometric measures in 2007. Furthermore,

the Journal Citation Reports data for 2015 was not available at the time of writing

this paper.

5.1 Interpretation of empirical findings

The results disprove the null hypothesis, and support the hypothesis that an

architect ranks journals that they have previously published in favourably. It is

clear that in all specifications in table 5.1., the coe�cient on Bjnt is negative and

large in magnitude. This result is also statistically significant at a 1% significance

level. This suggests an architect who has previously published in a journal, assigns

a rank that is around 10 positions more favourably than an architect who has not

published in the same journal.

One surprising result is that in all specifications, the coe�cient on Njnt is

positive. Although this result is not statistically significant, it suggests that the

more an author has published in a journal, the less favourably it is ranked. This is a

counterintuitive result because if an architect had published in a journal numerous

times, one would expect the architect either has more to gain from ranking it

favourably, or that the architect has a stronger preference for the journal than

journals they had published in fewer times. A likely explanation of this result is the

lack of robustness caused by the small sample of journals architects had published

in more than once. Of the 3259 journals analysed, architects had only published

in 119 journals more than once. Furthermore, small incremental e↵ects may have

also been obfuscated by journals architects had published in 20-30 times. This may

have produced a large Njnt and resulted in a positive estimated coe�cient that sits

contrary to our intuition.

Observing the coe�cient on the average rank helps us further interpret the

results. In column 1, the coe�cient on the average rank of a journal is 1.001, with
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a very small standard error (0.006) and statistical significance at a 1% significance

level. This suggests that a journal’s average rank is a very precise predictor of a

journal’s architect rank. When the coe�cients on an architect’s publishing record �

and ⌘ are equal to zero, an architect’s journal rank Rjnt is almost exactly equal to

a journal’s average rank. This suggests that if an architect has not published in a

journal, they are very likely to assign it a rank that is equal to the average ranking

assigned to it by every ranking architect since 1999. The use of average rank as a

means of comparison is therefore a legitimate and robust choice.

When a journal’s JCR rank is added in column 2, the coe�cient on a journal’s

average rank remains high at 0.941 and statistically significant. The average

coe�cient from columns 2 to 9 is 0.046. This suggests that a journal’s JCR rank

partially explains a journal’s architect rank even though a journal’s average rank

remains the strongest predictor. This result conforms with our intuitions as data

from the Journal Citation Report are often used to construct journal rankings.

Interestingly, from columns 2 to 9, the sum of the coe�cient on a journal’s average

rank and a journal’s JCR rank is always close to 1. This means that together, the

average rank and JCR rank are good predictors of the rank an architect assigns to a

journal. Again, this demonstrates that the complementary use of average rank and

JCR rank as points of comparison are legitimate and robust.

It may be surprising that from columns 3 and 6, a journal’s impact factor

has a positive coe�cient. One would expect that a higher impact factor would

predict a more favourable (smaller) architect rank. The estimated coe�cients are

not statistically significant. This may be a result of the Journal Citation Report

rank capturing the influence of an impact factor. It is clear that from columns 4

to 8, the coe�cient on the 5 year impact factor is negative. This suggests that the

impact factor has more explanatory power if collected over a longer period of time.

All of the additional bibliometric measures introduced from columns 3 to 9

are not statistically significant except for the coe�cient on the number of articles in

each journal (introduced in column 7). The coe�cient on the number of articles is

statistically significant at a 5% level of significance. The positive coe�cient suggests

that a journal with more articles receives a less favourable (larger). This is consistent

with the use of measures that are normalised over the number of articles such as

impact factor, and the aims of most journal rankings to evaluate the value of research

contained within each journal.
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Chapter 6

Why do architects rank journals they have

published in di↵erently?

My analysis so far has demonstrated that journals that architects have

previously published in are ranked favourably compared to journals that architects

have not published in. The results remain consistent when controlling for a wide

variety of journal characteristics produced in the Journal Citation Reports. Now

I turn to the question of why architects rank journals they have published in

favourably.

The implications of the ranking behaviour identified vary depending on

the motivations behind the behaviour. Policymakers should be concerned if the

di↵erences between architect rankings and comparisons analysed are a function of

an architect’s self-interest. If architects are favourably ranking journals they stand

to profit from, the distortionary e↵ects are greater.

The di↵erences between architect rankings and comparisons used are arguably

less problematic if they are functions of the architect’s preferences for certain

types of journals. Di↵erences motivated by preferences contribute to bibliometric

literature. Architects that deliberate construct new methodologies to represent

their preferences may be attempting to create more accurate evaluations of journal

quality. They may also be catering to a specific academic audience who shares

their preferences. For example, an architect may construct a ranking methodology

that favours econometrics journals to inform academics that wish to publish in

econometrics. If preferences are the basis of ranking di↵erences, architects are likely

to transparently rationalise how their methodology a↵ects the evaluations of journal

quality. This means that distortionary e↵ects of such a journal ranking are smaller.

A third explanation is that an architect’s self-interest and preferences overlap.

Without malice, an architect can propose a ranking methodology that favours

journals they genuinely believe are of high quality while improving the evaluation of

their publishing record. It is nonetheless, a useful and methodologically interesting

challenge to attempt to tease apart the motivations behind ranking behaviour.
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My previous analysis has already controlled for preferences over di↵erent

bibliometric measures by gradually adding more measures from the Journal Citation

Reports. Therefore, for controlling for accessible bibliometric measures contained

in the journal citation reports, it is unlikely that there are genuine preferences for

that are unaccounted for.

In addition to architect preferences over di↵erent bibliometric measures, I

control for 4 more preferences that architects may have. I use simple extensions

to the model and manipulations of the dataset to analyse whether a correlation

between architect’s publishing preferences and ranking preferences, the growth in

the number of journals over time, variations in journal quality over time, or architect

preferences for specific subdisciplines are viable alternative explanations for the

ostensibly opportunistic behaviour previously identified.

6.1 Controlling for correlation between an architect’s

publishing preferences and ranking preferences

One explanation of the favourable treatment received by journals an architect

has published in is that there is a correlation between an architect’s publishing

preferences and their ranking preferences. Consider an architect who genuinely

believes the Quarterly Journal of Economics is the best economics journal and

chooses to publish in it. The architect has an internal ranking of journals that ranks

the Quarterly Journal of Economics first. When constructing journal rankings, the

architect chooses a methodology that reflects their beliefs about journal quality.

The resulting rankings ranks the Quarterly Journal of Economics first. This is due

to their beliefs about journal quality as opposed to an opportunistic attempt to

evaluate their publishing record favourably.

The above scenario assumes that an architect publishes in journals that they

believe are of high quality. For the purposes of our analysis, I make a further

assumption that an architect’s beliefs are completely rational and constant over

time. For example, if an architect publishes in the Quarterly Journal of Economics

after their journal rankings are constructed, I assume that prior to constructing

their journal rankings they believed the Quarterly Journal of Economics was a

good journal and wished to publish in it in the future.

I test whether this explains the favourable treatment for journals architects

have published in by exploiting the timing of an architect’s ranking in the same

manner as Dobrescu, Luca and Motta (2013). I use a simple before and after test.
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I use this to analyse whether journals architects published in before their rankings

are constructed, and journals they published in after their rankings are constructed

are treated consistently. I add a new dummy variable Anjt that is equal to 1 if

an architect n had not published in journal j before time t, but publishes in the

journal after time t. Note that this means Ajnt and Bjnt cannot simultaneously

equal 1. This delineates between journals architects published in before and after

their rankings, so I can analyse whether there is consistency in their treatment.

If journals are ranked favourably in a manner that is consistent with an

architect’s preferences of journal quality, the treatment of journals an architect has

published in before their rankings and after their rankings should be the same.

Architects have no obvious self-interest in favourably ranking a journal they have

not yet published in, as they do not yet form part of their publishing record. The

absence of self-interest, means that preferences over journal quality are a likely

alternative explanation for the previously identified ranking behaviour.

I use an OLS model to estimate this regression

Rjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ↵Ajnt

For the purpose of this analysis I drop the number of times an architect has

published in a journal Njnt, and only use the dummy variable for whether or not

an architect has published in a journal Bjnt. The results from the initial regression

showed that the number of times an architect has published in a journal had a

limited e↵ect with no statistical significance. Furthermore, due to timing e↵ects,

the number of times an architect has published in after a journal is limited. This

is particularly true for the more recent journal rankings because of limited time

restricts the potential for lots of publications. Therefore, incorporating variables for

the number of times an architect had published in before and after their rankings

would make for an unfair and unreliable comparison.

Since I have already controlled for preferences over di↵erent bibliometric

measures in my previous analysis, I drop all other explanatory values except for

a journal’s average rank and JCR rank. As 6 out of 7 of the measures were

statistically insignificant, and the estimation had high explanatory power without

them, simplifying the model should not meaningfully a↵ect the results I obtain.

H0 : favourable treatment is a result of preferences over journals.

Empirically, if � and ↵ are indistinguishable, this supports the null hypothesis that
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this ranking behaviour is motivated by preferences as opposed to self-interest.

H1 : favourable treatment is not a result of preferences over journals.

Empirically, if � and ↵ are distinguishable, this supports the null hypothesis that

this ranking behaviour is motivated by preferences as opposed to self-interest.

Table 6.1: E↵ect of an architect’s publishing record before and after
rankings

Variables (1) (2)

Bjt �8.180⇤⇤⇤ �10.511⇤⇤⇤

(2.452) (2.698)
Ajt �10.818⇤⇤ �12.875⇤⇤

(5.063) (5.628)
Average Rank 1.001⇤⇤⇤ 0.941⇤⇤⇤

(0.006) (0.015)
JCR Rank - 0.057⇤⇤⇤

(0.011)
Observations 3259 2725

R

2 0.909 0.904
Adjusted R

2 0.909 0.904

As before, the coe�cient on Bjnt is negative and statistically significant. This

is consistent with our prior results, suggesting that an architect is likely to rank a

journal that they have published in before their journal rankings favourably.

The coe�cient on Ajnt is negative and also statistically significant at with a

p-value of less than 5%, although the standard error is quite large. Interestingly, the

coe�cient on Ajnt is larger than the coe�cient on Bjnt. This suggests that architects

are more favourable to journals that they publish in in the future.

The e↵ect of � and ↵ are not statistically distinguishable using the Wald test

for equality of coe�cients. This suggests that journals architects publish in before

and after their rankings are constructed are treated consistently.

These results support the explanation that architects have preferences repre-

sented by their publishing record. Architects construct journal rankings to reflect

these preferences. Their publishing record after their rankings are constructed

suggest that architects have an internal set of rankings that they believe are correct

that shape their publishing record. They promote journals that they believe are of

high quality despite not being able to profit from this behavior yet.

There are, however, some limitations with this analysis. Unlike the conflicts of
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interest created by connections with media outlets that Dobrescu, Luca and Motta

(2013) investigated, an architect may be able to predict their future publishing record

with greater accuracy than a book review can predict their future connections with

media outlets. An architect who aims to publish in specific journals in the future

may create journal rankings that favourably rank journals they wish to publish in

in the future in addition to journals they have already published in. This means

that even if analysis of journal rankings supports the hypothesis , it may erroneously

identify self-interest as genuine belief. This false positive is not too damaging to our

analysis as it errs on the side of assuming an author is applying genuine beliefs, so

in essence is favouring the null hypothesis.

Additionally, an architect may change their publishing behaviour aspira-

tionally. After constructing a set of rankings that is motivated by either self-interest,

or preferences, they may decide to publish in journals that are more favourably

rank because they believe that it is profitable to do so. After receiving the gains of

this behaviour, they may then wish to continue publishing in journals that are of

high quality so change their publishing behaviour to target journals that they had

incidentally ranked highly.

The welfare implications for ranking behaviour that reflects publishing pref-

erences may also di↵er depending on the context in which this behaviour occurs.

In the context of book reviews, di↵erent media outlets cater to di↵erent audiences.

Therefore, preferences for di↵erent types of books may improve welfare. The value of

diversity in the context of journal quality is more questionable. The audience is less

heterogeneous than the audience for book reviews, and the welfare maximising type

of journal ranking probably provides the most objective evaluation of journal quality.

Nevertheless, there is some evidence that suggests the favourable rankings

received by journals architects have published is at least partially a result of the

correlation between publishing preferences and ranking preferences.

6.2 Controlling for growth in the number of journals

over time

Although variations over the 15 year time period from which data is collected

are partially controlled for by including time specific journal characteristics in our

analysis, the results obtained indicated that these variables had poor explanatory

power. This means the analysis may still be limited by multicolinearity caused by

natural changes in journal quality over time. Most prominently, the number of

economics journals has changed over time. In 2000, 166 journals were included in
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the Journal Citation Reports. In 2014, 333 journals were included in the Journal

Citation Reports. There has been an increase in both the number of economics

journals academics may publish in, and the amount of information collected by

organisations such as the Institute of Scientific Information. This means that a

ranking of 10th in 2000 may not necessarily be equivalent to a ranking of 10th in

2015.

Unlike other empirical analysis applied to conflicts of interest, such as

Dobrescu, Lu, and Motta’s (2013) model for book reviews, journal quality is more

heterogeneous across time. This necessitates an extension of the model.

In order to control for this, I normalise the rank a journal receives using the

method innovated by Rainer and Miller to compare journal rankings from di↵erent

periods (2005). I divide the rank a journal receives by the total number of journals

that are ranked. For example, if an architect ranked 100 journals, and the Journal

of Political Economy was ranked 4th, its normalised rank would be 4/100 = 0.04.

This is functionally a percentile rank. A normalised rank close to 0 denotes a highly

ranked journal and a normalised rank close to 1 denotes a lowly ranked journal. I

also normalise the ranks of the Journal Citation Reports.

This extension of the model corrects a structural bias that disadvantages

journals that are ranked in later years and have to compete against more journals.

This means that currently diagnoses of opportunism may simply be a result of

increased competition against faced by specific journals. In theory, this should not

threaten the credibility of our results too much, because even if it is not controlled

for, our results suggest that journals that architects have published in are uniquely

insulated from this increased competition for some reason. Nonetheless, there

could be a misattribution of motivations and perhaps architects prefer to publish in

journals with more stable ranks, that coincidentally means they publish in journals

that are favourably ranked.

Rjnt

Jnt
= JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ↵Ajnt

NRjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ↵Ajnt

Where Jnt denotes the number of journals ranked by architect n in period t.

NRjnt is the normalised rank an architect n assigns a journal j at time t.
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For this analysis the dependent variable is the normalised rank NRjnt an

architect assigns a journal. The explanatory variables are a dummy variable denoting

whether an architect has published in the journal before and after the rankings, and

the normalised rank of the journal in the Journal Citation Reports. I do not use

the average rank a journal has received as in the previous analysis as since it is

calculated using the rank across journal rankings in di↵erent years, it is impossible

to normalise to one year’s set of journal rankings. Not normalising the average rank

would distort the results because of the significant discrepancy in the magnitude of

the variables. As such, I drop it from this analysis.

Table 6.2: Normalised ranks

Variables

Bjnt �0.015
(0.020)

Ajnt 0.042
(0.043)

Normalised JCR Rank 0.968⇤⇤⇤

(0.011)
Observations 2820
R-squared 0.745
Adjusted R

2 0.745

The resulting coe�cients on Bnjt and Anjt were not statistically significant.

The respective p-values were 0.448 and 0.331. This is potentially because dropping

the average rank reduces the explanatory power of the regression. I found that

replacing Bnjt with the number of of times an author had published in a journal

Nnjt resulted in a statistically significant coe�cient.

There is a close correlation between the normalised JCR rank and a journal’s

normalised rank with strong explanatory power and statistical significance. As the

JCR rank is taken from the year a journal is ranked by an architect, this is to be

expected.

A journal that an architect has published in before the rankings are constructed

receives a favourable normalised rank. With statistical significance, I can observe

that an architect is likely to assign a more favourable normalised rank to a journal

that they have published in numerous times.

Journals an architect publishes in after constructing a set of rankings do not
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receive favourable treatment. This suggests that when controlling for a natural

bloating of journals, preferences provide less of an explanation. As there is a

consistent increase in the number of economics journals that exist over time, a

ranking constructed at an earlier period might incidentally give journals a favourable

rank. As a result, this may inflate the favouritism extended to journals an architect

publishes in after the rankings are constructed.

6.3 Controlling for variations in journal quality over

time

Some journals may also experience greater variations in journal quality than others.

This may causes the previous tests for opportunistic behaviour might be inaccurate.

For instance, consider a hypothetical case where an architect may choose to publish

in the Journal of Political Economy because it is a good quality journal at the time at

which they construct their set of rankings. The architect then constructs a ranking

with a methodology that accurately reflects journal quality at the time. After the

ranking is constructed, however, the quality of the Journal of Political Economy

may deteriorate. This means that when compared to the journal’s average rank, the

journal’s architect rank may be significantly favourable.

Although the likelihood of this occurring is low because our previous estimates

have shown that average rank is a very precise predictor of a journal’s architect rank,

it is nonetheless a possibility that is worth investigating. The variation in journal

quality over time can be represented an extension of the model:

Rankjt = JournalCharacteristicsjt +Bjnt + "jt

This suggests that each journal has its own error term that varies across time

and may distort the accuracy of the our previous analysis. In order to control for

multicolinearity caused by heterogeneous quality over time, I remove journals that

have above average deviations in journal quality over time. I first, normalise the

Journal Citation Report ranks. Then I calculate the standard deviation over the

last 15 years of each journal’s normalised rank. Journals with a standard deviation

that is above average (larger than 0.098) is dropped. The analysis is then rerun with

only journals have a relatively stable ranking. By using the filtered sample, only

journals with a small "jt are included, thereby reducing the influence of variations

in journal quality over time.

Dropping journals with above average standard deviations does not aid the

statistical significance of the results. This may be attributed to the fact that there

are fewer observations in this filtered sample. The favourable treatment of journals
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Table 6.3: Only journals with below average standard deviations

Variables (1) (2)

Bjt �5.611⇤ �7.911⇤⇤

(3.324) (3.463)
Ajt �10.258 �10.855

(7.175) (7.668)
Average Rank 1.004⇤⇤⇤ 0.955⇤⇤⇤

(0.009) (0.023)
JCR Rank - 0.044⇤⇤⇤

(0.016)
Observations 1469 1380
R-squared 0.898 0.902

architects publish in after their rankings are constructed are even stronger. Perhaps

this suggests that the aspirational e↵ect of being ranked highly are stronger with

journals that are consistent and more predictable.

An alternative explanation is that dropping journals with large standard

deviations in their rank removes both journals that organically improve their quality

over time and journals that organically worsen their quality over time. The net result

is the same as journals that have favourable or unfavourable rankings as a result of

strategic timing of ranking architects are cancelled out.

Ranking architects may also strategically time when they construct journal

rankings so that they profit from organic improvements in journal quality. For

example, if the bibliometric literature considers a ranking methodology to be robust,

an architect may use that methodology in a self-interested way by timing when they

collect data and when they construct a ranking so that journals that they have

published in are assigned a favourable rank. If this is the case, di↵erences in journal

rankings will disappear if journals with high variance in the Journal Citation Reports

are removed.

6.4 Controlling for preferences for different

subdisciplines

An architect may also construct rankings to reflect their genuine beliefs that

an economics subfield is superior to other subdisciplines. Consider an architect

who publishes in development economics because they believe that it was the most

important area of research. They also construct a set of journal rankings that reflects

their beliefs and choose a ranking methodology that ranks development economics
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journals favourably. The architect’s preference for development economics could be

misdiagnosed as opportunistic favouritism for journals they had published in.

As discussed earlier in the literature review, bibliometric measures such as a

journal’s impact factor favour specific subfields and disadvantage interdisciplinary

research. As a result, architects that construct rankings that favour subfields

that are currently disadvantaged may be welfare improving and benefit the public

good by correcting the structural inadequacies of existing methodologies. A brief

analysis suggests of agricultural economics, political economics, and econometrics

journals suggested enough of a heterogeneous treatment between di↵erent architects

to warrant controlling for specific subdiscipline.1 The impact of preferences for

subdiscplines can be represented by this extended model:

Rankjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ↵Ajnt + �nSj

Where Sj = s1 + s2 + ...sd is a vector of subdisciplines with value 1 for the

subdiscpline of the journal and a value of 0 otherwise. �n is a vector of preferences

that an architect has on each subdiscpline. This means the rank an architect assigns

to a journal Rjnt may be a↵ects by the subdiscipline of a journal.

In order to control for preferences for subfields, I filter the sample so that

specialist journals as defined by the Journal of Economic Literature’s classification

codes are dropped. Although other forms of journal preferences may exist, I

eliminate one prominent preference by removing journals that cater to specific

subdisciplines. The analysis is then rerun for general interest journals only, which

means the empirical model I test has Sj = 0. The model is therefore equivalent to

the models on which our previous analysis was based:

Rankjnt = JournalCharacteristicsjt + �Bjnt + ↵Ajnt

Dropping subdisciplines produces a result with a greater di↵erence between

the treatments of journals published in before rankings and after rankings. The

after ranking publishing record of an architect is treated less favourably. This

suggests that there is a favourable treatment distinct from preferences for specific

subdisciplines.

1In order to identify whether there is a preference for specific subfields I examined each
architects’ treatment of journals that specialised in agricultural economics, political economics, and
econometrics. The average di↵erences between the architect rank and average rank of journals in
the fields of each architect are graphed in Appendix C. Although this is by no means an exhaustive
list, the three fields were chosen for their obviousness and sample size to provide an indication of
whether ranking di↵erences may be a function of preferences for di↵erent subdisciplines.
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Table 6.4: Determinants of a general economics journal’s rank

Variables (1) (2)

Bjt �9.959⇤⇤ �13.237⇤⇤⇤

(4.319) (4.587)
Ajt �4.505 �9.380

(9.728) (10.631)
Average Rank 1.008⇤⇤⇤ 0.926⇤⇤⇤

(0.013) (0.034)
JCR Rank - 0.065⇤⇤⇤

(0.024)
Observations 778 730
R-squared 0.894 0.895
Adjusted R

2 0.894 0.895

6.5 What motivates ranking architects?

Our empirical methods have been unable to definitively determine the motivating

factors. After controlling for variation in journal quality over time, the results

suggest that architects may rank certain journals favourably because they have

genuine preferences over journal quailty and specific subdisciplines. Preliminary

attempts to control for the hypothesised types of preferences, however, suggest that

there may still be opportunistic favouritism in addition to these preferences.
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Chapter 7

When do architects rank journals they have

published in di↵erently?

Now I turn to an analysis of the di↵erences between a journal’s architect rank,

and its average and JCR ranks for journals architects have published in. Examining

under what conditions di↵erences between architect rankings and other rankings

arise may aid our understanding of what motivates these di↵erences.

The models that I estimate are

�

average
jnt = �1Rjnt + �2R

2
jnt + �3PeerRevnt + �4Y earsSincePubjnt + �5ArchitectRankn

�

JCR
jnt = �1Rjnt + �2R

2
jnt + �3PeerRevnt + �4Y earsSincePubjnt + �5ArchitectRankn

The sample is filtered so only journals architects have published in before

their rankings are constructed are included. Since I have shown that both a journal’s

average rank and JCR rank have strong explanatory power, I conduct the regression

analysis twice with two dependent variables. The first dependent variable is the

di↵erence between a journal’s average rank and architect rank, �

average
jnt . This is

equivalent to AverageRankj�Rjnt. A large positive number means that an architect

has assigned a journal a more favourable rank than its average rank (the journal’s

average rank is larger than its assigned rank). The second dependent variable is the

di↵erence between a journal’s JCR rank and architect rank, �JCR
jnt . This is equivalent

to JCRRankjt�Rjnt. A large positive number means that an architect has assigned

a journal a more favourable rank than its JCR rank (the journal’s JCR rank is larger

than its assigned rank).

I use five explanatory variables. The first is the architect rank a journal

receives, Rjnt. The second is the architect rank squared, R

2
jnt. Comparing the

specification with only the architect rank (column 1 in tables 7.1. and 7.2.), and the

specifications with both the architect rank and architect rank squared (column 2 in

tables 7.1. and 7.2.) suggests a quadratic regression model has more explanatory

value. The third explanatory variable is a dummy variable PeerRevnt that is equal

to 1 if the set of journal rankings produced by architect n at time t is published in a
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peer review journal. The fourth explanatory variable is the years since an architect

last published in a journal, Y earsSincePubjnt. The final explanatory variable is the

rank of the architect, ArchitectRankn. A smaller rank indicates higher quality than

a larger rank (one would prefer to be ranked 1st than 100th). Not all architects are

included in the SSRN rankings of economists because an academic is required to

have at least 5 papers in the SSRN database to be included in the SSRN rankings.1

Architects that were not ranked in the SSRN database were dropped from this mini-

analysis. The average rank was used for journal rankings with multiple authors.

Despite using a quadratic regression, we do not center the architect rank for

two reasons. First, the variable is not normally distributed. Second, in addition to

the mean rank, I am interested in how small ranks (the most favourable ranks) are

a↵ected.

Table 7.1: What causes di↵erences between a journal’s architect rank
and average rank?

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 26.404⇤⇤⇤ 16.818⇤⇤⇤ 10.676⇤⇤ 16.418⇤⇤ 3.818
(2.995) (3.845) (5.033) (5.375) (6.209)

Rjnt �0.317⇤⇤⇤ 0.078 0.115 0.104⇤ 0.203⇤⇤

(0.039) (0.110) (0.112) (0.110) 0.097
R

2
jnt - �0.002⇤⇤⇤ �0.002⇤⇤⇤ �0.002⇤⇤⇤ �0.003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)
PeerRevjnt - - 7.635⇤ 7.419⇤ 8.849⇤⇤

(4.069) (4.008) (3.781)
Y earsSincePubjnt - - - �0.824⇤⇤⇤ �0.770⇤⇤⇤

(0.298) (0.283)
ArchitectRankn - - - - 0.001

(0.000)
Observations 221 221 221 221 154
R-squared 0.232 0.280 0.291 0.316 0.519
Adjusted R

2 0.228 0.273 0.281 0.303 0.503

1ssrn.com
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Table 7.2: What causes di↵erences between a journal’s architect rank
and average rank?

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 68.824⇤⇤⇤ 40.881⇤⇤⇤ 38.982⇤⇤⇤ 47.327⇤⇤⇤ 24.259
(7.118) (8.917) (11.673) (12.631) (17.492)

Rjnt �0.221⇤⇤ 0.949⇤⇤⇤ 0.959⇤⇤⇤ 0.946⇤⇤⇤ 1.099⇤⇤⇤

(0.092) (0.259) (0.263) (0.262) (0.276)
R

2
jnt - �0.007⇤⇤⇤ �0.007⇤⇤⇤ �0.007⇤⇤⇤ �0.007⇤⇤⇤

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
PeerRevjnt - - 2.435 1.975 �7.530

(19.628) (9.586) (11.199)
Y earsSincePubjnt - - - �1.169⇤ �0.909

(0.694) (0.781)
ArchitectRankn - - - - 0.003⇤

(0.001)
Observations 199 199 199 199 144

R

2 0.028 0.130 0.131 0.143 0.227
Adjusted R

2 0.023 0.122 0.117 0.126 0.199

7.1 How the architect rank affects ranking

differences?

From observing columns 2 to 5 in tables 7.1. and 7.2., it is clear that the

negative coe�cient on R

2
jnt suggest the e↵ect of architect rank on both the di↵erence

between architect rank and average rank, and the di↵erence between architect rank

and JCR rank is concave. When architect rank is small, the di↵erences between

architect rank and the comparison ranks are relatively small. The di↵erences initially

increase as architect rank increases, before decreasing when architect rank becomes

su�ciently large. These relationships are depicted graphically in figures 7.1. and

7.2.
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Figure 7.1: Di↵erence between architect rank and average v architect
rank

Figure 7.2: Di↵erence between architect rank and JCR rank v architect
rank
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Figures 7.1. and 7.2. plots the architect rank of journals that architects

have published in. The y-axis graphs the di↵erences between a journal’s architect

rank, and average or JCR rank. This suggests that journals that architects rank

in the middle of their rankings receive a more favourable treatment. I suggest that

favourable treatments in the higher ranks are less likely to occur as the positions

of highly ranked journals are more likely to be scrutinised. This is consistent

with literature about risk of detection and reputational costs. I also suggest that

treatments are also less likely to occur in the lower ranks because the benefits of

ranking lowly ranked journals favourably are marginal.

An alternative explanation is that information is more accurate for highly

ranked journals. Impact factor is closely correlated to journal rank for journals

that are highly ranked, but are less accurate for lowly ranked journals. (Brembs,

Button, and Munafò 2013) This, however, does not explain why journals that are

lowly ranked receive a less favourable treatment than journals in the middle of an

architect’s rank.

Table 7.3: Summary of di↵erences in rankings

Ranking Mean di↵erence between archi-
tect rank and average rank

Mean di↵erence between archi-
tect rank and JCR rank

Top 20 16.636 47.219
21 - 50 19.909 74.761
51 - -3.240 53.218

This table also suggests that di↵erences in the middle of architects’ rankings

are larger than at the top and bottom of the rankings. This supports the hypothesis

that architects are restraining their behaviour at the top of rankings, and do not

find su�cient incentives to favour journals at the bottom of rankings.

7.2 How the location of the rankings affects ranking

differences?

In tables 7.1. and 7.2. the coe�cient on the dummy variable PeerRevnt is

consistently positive except for column 5 in table 7.2. The coe�cients are also

statistically significant in table 7.1. where the dependent variable is the di↵erence

between a journal’s architect rank and average rank, �averagejnt . This suggests that

if a set of journal rankings is published in a peer reviewed journal, architects treat

journals that they have published in more favourably.

This may seem counterintuitive because a peer reviewed journal should attract
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more scrutiny and restrain the di↵erences between architect rank and comparison

ranks. A possible explanation is that rankings published in peer reviewed journals

are seen as more legitimate. Therefore, when rankings which favour journals an

architect have published in are produced, there is a greater incentive for architects

to get the rankings published.

7.3 How the number of years since last publication

affects ranking differences?

The coe�cients on Y earsSincePubjnt in tables 7.1 and 7.2. are negative and

statistically significant except for in column 5 in table 7.2. This suggests that the

longer it has been since an architect has published in a journal, they less favourable

the rank they assign it will be.

In figure 7.3. we graph the di↵erence between a journals’ average rank and

architect rank, against the years since the architect last published in the journal.

There is a slight trend that suggests architects are less likely to favourably rank

journals that they published in a long time ago.

Figure 7.3: Di↵erence between architect rank and average rank v time
since publication

This could suggest that a change in an architects’ preferences over time.

As a result they update their publishing behaviour. This change in beliefs

mean favourable treatments are correlated with their updated publishing record.
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Alternatively, it could also suggest that an architect has more to gain out of

favourably ranking journals they have published in recently.

7.4 How the ranking of an architect affects ranking

differences?

In both table 7.1. and 7.2., the coe�cient on ArchitectRankn is positive.

Only the coe�cient in table 7.2. is statistically significant (with a p-Value ¡ 0.1).

The results still suggest, however, that the lower an architect is ranked on the SSRN

database (the larger the value of ArchitectRankn), the more favourable the ranks

they assign to journals that they have published in are.

The relationship between an architect’s rank and how they rank journals they

have published in is graphically depicted in figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Di↵erence between architect rank and average rank v
architect rank

This graph plots the architect rank of journals architects have published in.

The y-axis graphs the di↵erence between a journals’s architect rank and its average

rank. The x-axis graphs the ranking of the architects on the Social Science Research

Network (SSRN) rankings of economists.

This supports the literature review that individuals are more likely to act in

their self-interest under competitive circumstances when their pay-o↵ is low.
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It also supports the similar results in literature review where perceptions of

unfairness may increase the likelihood of self-interested behaviour. Architects that

are ranked lowly may feel as if they are unfairly ranked lowly by existing metrics.

As such, they have more incentives to correct the unfairness they perceive.

Alternatively, this could simply be a function of the Journal Citation Reports

favouring higher ranking architects. This would explain why architects that are

ranked relatively highly have their di↵erences clustered around zero. If similar

metrics are used to rank these architects, their tendency to rank relatively similarly

to the JCR provides little meaningful indication as to the systemic di↵erences

between architects.

7.5 When do architects rank journals differently?

The characteristics of architects’ behaviours I identified are consistent with the

literature on opportunistic behaviour. Architects are more likely to favour journals

they have published in in the middle of their rankings, when their rankings are

published in a peer reviewed journal, when they have recently published in a journal,

and when they themselves are lowly ranked. All these conditions sugest high

incentives induce more favourable ranks, and high visibility restrains the favouritism

of ranks. These findings provide preliminary evidence that opportunism exists as a

cause of the ranking behaviour previously identified.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

My empirical findings suggest an architect who has published in a journal,

ranks it more than 10 positions more favourably than an architect who has not

published in it. By situating the analysis in the idiosyncratic context of journal

rankings, I was able to apply several novel specifications to control for variations over

time and tease apart the motivations behind this ranking behaviour. My findings

suggest that preferences for journal characteristics and subdisciplines are at least

partially responsible for the ranking behaviour identified. Ranking architects appear

to favour journals in the middle of their rankings more. Favourable rankings are

also likely to occur with journals they have published in recently, when the rankings

are published in a peer reviewed journal, and when the rank of the architect is

low. These results are consistent with the literature on conflicts of interest and

opportunistic behaviour. Where stakes are high, competition is fierce, and risk of

detection is low, the moral and reputational costs are not su�cient to restrain what

appears to be opportunistic behaviour.

Although the dataset is su�cient and appropriate for the analysis I conducted,

larger datasets may yield more robust results. Furthermore, more innovative

data, or controlled experimental results, that provide more insight into the specific

motivations of ranking architects could add clarity to this paper’s partial findings

about architects’ motivations. Further research into the welfare implications of

di↵erent types of ranking di↵erences would also be useful. The thorough literature

in this paper suggests journal rankings may be distortionary to the evaluation

of research quality. My analysis assumed that there were welfare di↵erences

between di↵erent motivations for ranking behaviour. Research that empirically

or theoretically examined the impact of the di↵erent types of ranking di↵erences

hypothesised could better contextualise my findings.

It is, however, clear that journal rankings are imperfect. Architects evaluate

the quality of journals that they have published in favourably. The conditions that

this behaviour is more likely to arise are consistent with predicted characteristics of

opportunism. In conjunction with evidence of similar behaviour in other areas of

academia, my findings suggest that we should be cautious about the ranking game.
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Appendix A

List of journal rankings

Ordered chronologically:

Christopher Barrett, Aliakbar Olia, and Dee Von Bailey (2000). Subdiscipline-

specific journal rankings: whither Applied Economics? Applied Economics, 32,

239-252.

Gaines H. Liner (2002) Core journals in economics. Economic Inquiry, 40(1), 138-

145.

Pantelis Kalaitzidakis, Theofanis P. Mamuneas and Thanasis Stengos (2003).

Rankings of academic journals and institutions in economics. Journal of

European Economic Association, 1(6), 1346-1366.

Kostas Axarloglou and Vasilis Theoharakis (2003). Diversity in economics:

An analysis of journal quality perceptions. Journal of European Economic

Association, 1(6), 1402-1423.

Palacios-Huerta, I. and Volij, O. (2004). The measurement of intellectual influence.

Econometrica, 72(3), 963-977.

Yolanda K. Kodrzycki and Pingkang David Yu (2006). New approaches to ranking

economics journals. FRB Boson Working Paper No. 05-12.

Melody Lo, Sunny Wong and Franklin G Mixon Jr. (2008). Ranking economics

journals, economics departments and economists using teaching focused research

products. Southern Economic Journal, 74(3), 894-906.

Klaus Ritzberger (2008). A ranking of journals in economics and related fields.

German Economic Review, 9(4), 402-430.

Francesc Pujol (2008). Ranking journals following a matching model approach: An

application to public economics journals. Journal of Public Economic Theory,
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10(1), 55-76.

Kristie Engemann and Howard J. Wall (2009). A journal ranking for the ambitious

economist. Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis Review, 91(3), 127-139.

Howard J. Wall (2009). Journal rankings in economics: Handle with care. Federal

Reserve Bank of St Louis Working Paper Series.

Pierre-Philippe Combes and Laurent Linnemer (2010). Inferring missing citations:

A quantitative multi-criteria ranking of all journals in economics. Economics

Working Papers HAL.

Bruce Cronin (2010). Research quality ranking of heterodox economic journals.

American Journal of Economics and Sociology, 1409-1452.

Laszlo A. Koczy and Martin Strobel (2010). The world cup of economics journals:

A ranking by a tournament method. IEHAS Discussion Papers, No. MT-DP -

2010/18.

George Halkos and Nickolaos Tzeremes (2010). Measuring economic jorunals’

citation e�ciency: A data envelopment analysis approach. Munich Personal

RePEc Archive.

Yong Bao, Melody Lo and Franklin G. Mixon (2010). General-interest versus

specialty journals: Using intellectual influence of econometrics research to rank

economics journals and articles. Journal of Applied Econometrics, 25(2), 345-

353.

Pantelis Kalaitzidakis, Theofanis P. Manumeas and Thanasis Stengos (2011). An

updated ranking of academic journals in economics. Canadian Journal of

Economics, 44(4), 1525-1538.

George Halkos and Nickolaos Tzeremes (2012). Ranking mainstream economics

journals: A note. MPRA Paper.

Michael McAleer, Chialin Chang and Esfandiar Maasoumi (2012). Robust ranking

of journal quality: An application to economics. Documentos de Trabajo del

Instituto Complutense de Anaálisis Económico (ICAE).
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László Á. Kóczy and Alexandru Nichifor (2013). Intellectual influence: Quality

versus quantity. Economic Theory, 52, 863-884.

Chialin Chang and Michael McAleer (2014). Ranking economics and econometrics

ISI journals by quality weighted citations. Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper.

Melody Lo and Yong Bao (2014). Are overall journal rankings a good mapping for

article quality in specialty fields? Journal of Business and Economics Statistics.

Fuad Aleskerov, Vladimir Pislyakov and Timur Vitkup (2014). Ranking journals

in economics, management and political sciences by the threshold aggregation

procedure. Higher School of Economics Research Paper No. WP BRP

73/EC/2014

Arne Rise Hole (2015) Ranking economics journals using data from a national

research evaluation exercise. She�eld Economic Research Paper Series.
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Appendix B

How do architects rank journals that their rankings

are published in?

I used a slightly modified version of the initial estimation to conducted analysis

on the treatment of journals that the rankings were published in. Ej is a dummy

variable equal to 1 if the journal j is also the journal that the rankings are published

in. Otherwise, Ej is equal to 0. The dependent variable is a journal’s architect rank,

Rjnt. I ran an OLS estimation on two models:

Rjnt = AverageRankj + "Ej

Rjnt = AverageRankj + JCRRankjt + "Ej

Table B.1: Architects rank

Variables (1) (2)

Ej �30.774⇤⇤ �37.575⇤⇤⇤

(12.763) (14.097)
AverageRankj 0.998⇤⇤⇤ 0.945⇤⇤⇤

(0.006) (0.015)
JCRRankjt - 0.050⇤⇤⇤

(0.011)
Observations 3259 2725

R

2 0.909 0.903
Adjusted R

2 0.909 0.903

The coe�cient on Ej is statistically significant and suggests that journals

in which an architect’s rankings are published receive an architect rank over 30

positions more favourable than it otherwise would receive.

This may be due to a selection bias, where journals are more likely to publish

a paper that produces a ranking that evaluates it favourably. Furthermore, it is

di�cult to tease apart what self-interest that is captured by this variation may be

acting on ranking architects to rank such journals so favourably. As a result, I have

left this minor piece of analysis out of the main portion of my paper.
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Appendix C

Heterogeneous treatment of journals in di↵erent

subdisciplines

Figure C.1: Architect di↵erences in rankings of agricultural journals
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Figure C.2: Architect di↵erences in rankings of political economics
journals

Figure C.3: Architect di↵erences in rankings of econometrics journals
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